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C~atr1: Introductir
The most ridicalcus and insolent of tyrannies is
the vanity and pre smticn of governing beyorx the
grave.

-Thomas Paine, B± _tA of , 1792

For over seven hundred years the desire to form a single,

sovereign natiLn has been the cetral tenet of Irish nationalism.

During this period countless Irish visionaries have pursued the

goal of inlerpeKrexl frum Great Britahi with single-mindied

determination. To the most cmmitted, the establishment in 1921

of an independent state for twenty-six of tle thirty-two Irish

counties was at best only a partial realization of that goal, and

at worst an utright betrayal to those Irish patriots uho

sacrificed their lives in the quest for ocaplete Irish unity. To

many still today, the efforts to 'free' Ulster from Great Britain

are but a continuation of this sacred stuggle for mastery over

Ireland.

Mhiugh religion is ocumonly thught to be tkm reason for the

Ulster crisis, it alone does not cmpletely explain this onrflict,

or even the nature of Irish politics itself. In essence partition

is about the vestiges of colonial rule and colonial privileges

that the Irish suboonsciously battle to discard in their desire to

finally achieve the realization of their total territorial

sovereignty as an indeperdent state. Yet the influene of Great

Britain is unalterably sketched across the face of the nation.

Despite the turmoil in Ulster, the Republic maintains a very

stable political system that was a direct result of the evolution

of British parliamentary democracy during the nineteenth century.
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Even the Irish party system was stxUwed in reqxze to British

rule. Irish political parties were .ot fcdaned on socio--.coxmc

issues but were divided over i-vues of natioal and cultural

identity, over relationships with the ex-5nperial power and over

what might best be described as different szLges towards national

d oment.1 Para cally, British inflmxx- is equally

respcr sible for the proliferation of violence that has also had a

marked influece in Irish society. In many ways, the strujgle for

Irish ixdexnce can be seen as one long rebellion and the

reliance on the gun has become a tolerated, if not approved part

of Irish political life. These two traditions then: the one

onstitutional and nonviolent, the other uicmtibtutinal and

violent have deep historical roots in the Irish state. It is

especially important to uzdrstarxi that the role of violence

cannot be understated in the reountIn of Ireland's past.

Violence has played an enormosly important part in Irish

politics, both in a symbolic way and as part and parcel of mass

Movments, even those mass movecents redily d as

eminently onstitutional. In fact, the two modes of action were

often used simultaneously and ware sometimes mutually sustaining. 2

It was this cocperation between the two traditions that

aocelerated the achievement of Irish i eerence in 1921.

Since the time of this 'partial' _inM5endence, however.

neither tradition has made any real progress towards the final

step of total sovereignty: the ending of the partition of Northern

Ireland frcm the Irish state. To what can the failures of the
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last seventy years be attributed? hby has the Irish Reublic,

either acostituticnally or uncantituticrally, been unable to

secure a workable solution to the Ulster dilemma? The focus of

this paper will be an an examination of the nature of this

frustration within the Republic of Ireland. More specifically,

this paper will trace the ortitutinal and uotitutional

traditions in Ireland and analyze the effect that their efforts

have had on the realizaticn of this illusive goal. Of the Irish

parliampxtary parties, the Fianna Fail party represents the

constitutional tradition most ocpletely. Not only has the party

won fifteen of the twenty-one general elections since 1927 and has

thus been responsible since that time for the majority of the

Republic's policies and acticns towards Ulster, hut the party also

has deep historical roots in the uncnstitutional tradition. This

tradition, cammrnly referred to in Ireland as the 'republican

irement', is manifested in the clandestine Irish Republican Army

or IRA. [he relationship between these two organizations has had

tr influenc over the orse of Irish history and mist

bear significant culpability for the impotenoe of ireland's not

inonusiderable efforts to settle the Ulster crisis.

This essay will concentrate on the relationship between

Fianna Fail and the IRA and the effects of their ideology and

strategy on the realizatin of a united Ireland. Miile the

influenc of Great Britain and the politics and events in Northern

Ireland itself are also irportant to a cirplete tuxlerstarding of

this dilema, they will only be referrd to in the ccxitext of
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their inpact on Fianna Fail and the IRA within the Republic.

Strucurally, this paper will begin with an analysis of the cam=

origins of Fianna Fail and the IRA.

sin e the Norman invaders first set foot on Irish soil in the

twe fth oentury, rishmen have arisen to resist foreign

subjugation. Inve brutal and exploitive nature of thiis colonial

existence led many of these Irisbmen to turn to violene in their

attI s to expel the British qppressors. Calling themselves

reublicans, these men were caivinced that Britain would be

persuaded not by force of argument but by arg .ent of force. he

sacrifices made in the many failed efforts to overthrow the

British established a sacred tradition that was enriched by the

blood of the fallen and becme an integral part of Irish cIlture.

Yet the ucptising faraticism of these men elso

cortributed to the continuation of bloodshed after the achievement

of e in 1921. Duinicn status with Britain and the

partition cf Ulster was unacctable to the republicans and led to

a bitter civil war that shattered the nation. Even after

hostilities ended many of the republicans remained defiant and

this intransigence soon predicated a major division within their

an ranks.

With this ommo background, Oapter 3 will trace the split

that develop)ed between Fiann Fail and the Iu, not locN after the

end of the Civil War. M[t~gh united against the Anglo-Irish

Treaty as the war began, the republican movement came apart over

the unuestioned reliance on force to praute republican ends.
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Frustrated and disillusioned by this stance, a large number of IRA

fighters opted to abarxln viole and redress the national

question through zistitutiona mns. Led by Emn de Valera,

they formed a new political party called Fianna Fail that remained

ocmitted to a united Ireland but rejected the preeminence of the

physical force tradition that underscored IRA ideology.

De Valera shrewdly developed his party into a national

movement that became the party of govmerzent in the twenty-six

o~i ty staw.. This promninenc eventually brought him and his

party into conflict with his old friemis in the republican

inovement and would call into question the strength of Fianna

Fail's cumitment to its national aims.

In Cmpter 4 the status of the renwed 'Trubles' and its

implications on the IRA and Fianna Fail will be reviewed. 7he

explosion of civil rights violence, sectarian bloodshed and the

introduction of British army units into Ulster in 1969 reawakened

the plight of the Northern Catholics and the inccpleteness of the

national question to the people of the Republic. 7he suenness

of this eruption also shook both the IRA and Fianna Fail to the

very core of their foundations. Both were forced to review their

past and grapple with the direction of their future. This

conflict between tradition and reality would alter the internal

structure of both organizaticns and lead them to conteirlate the

utility of their historic goals in light of the changing social,

ccmic and political coxitions that have affected the island on
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both sides of the border.

Tlis paper will conxlucie with a final chapter reflecting an

the past and predicting the future for the IRA, Fianna Fail and a

united Ireland. The IRA, despite its efforts at practical

politics, remains committed to the gun. In fact, the moement has

be an extremly experienced guerilla force. But to simply

call it a terrorist organization is to fail to understand the

true nature of its existence. Its lcngevity, history and goals

sL~est that the IRA is deeply rooted in the society in which it

operates, both north and south. 4 Its presence seems unlikely to

diminish.

Fianna Fail has shown a practical nature that has contributed

to its solid suport base in the Republic. Critics of this stance

have c arged Fianna Fail with 'verbal republicanism' and of

allowing its traditional orientation to be sacrificed in the guest

for cotimied powr and cntrol. Yet despite these assertions,

the hallowed legacy of de Valera continues to influence the

formulation of party policy and remains the central fixture of

Fianna Fail ideology.

In the face of all the rhetoric about unification, what can

be said about a united Ireland? 7he absorption of Ulster into the

Republic culd create tremi social, political and ecoxmic

u*eavals that would dramatically alter the structure of the

Republic and the nature of Irish society. The IRA and Fianna Fail

have taken different stands on the impact of these potential

changes despite the claim that they both seek the saw final goal
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of a thirty-to contry state.

Mat then does the future hold for Irish unity? Is there a

solution to the 'Troubles'? In adition to the IRA and Fiarma

Fail, other players have significant roles in the drama. The

sub-tantial resprisibility of Great Britain, the voice of Unionist

Ulster and the plight of the Northern Catholics must all be fully

onsidered in developing any formula to bring peace and stability

to the island. Yet the Reiblic remains the key to developing a

solution and within the twenty-six counties the predcmiant

influence over any solution rests with the IRA and Fiarna Fail.

Wile born of the same cause and still dedicated to the final goal

of a united Ireland, their coflict over means has transformed

them from close allies into bitter foes. Yet the failure of their

constitutional and unconstitutional methods can be traced to the

strong bond of their republican past. For despite the divergent

efforts each has taken to secure their sacred goal, the strength

of their cmmn past has constrained them with an ideological

inflexibility whid has not only retarded any real movement

towards Irish unity, but has actually served to propagate the

twenty-six county state and underpin its differenes with the

North.
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Chapter 2: A Ccumn BerL

A. 7he Pots of Irish Remi-licansm.

I made speedily what was to me a great
discovery... that the influence of England was the
radical vice of ar government, and consequently,
that Ireland ould rover be either free, prosperos
or hay, until she was indenent, and that
independence was unattainable whilst the connecticn
with England existed.

-Thectold Wolfe Tone, 1791

To understand the ommon roots of Fianna Fail and the IRA it is

necessary to review the history of Irish nationalism and the

republican movement. Over the years Irish nationalism has been

reared less on the rights of man than on historical wrons.1 The

fxst alien people to invade the island were Normans during the

late twelfth century. This invasion involved almost as much

assimilation between the Irish and the Normarns as it did fighting

amongst them, and the actual congoest of the island was conducted

by the English Tudor monarchy in the late sixteenth oentury. With

the comng of these new aggressors the Irish were not only

persecut-ed for their heritage but also for their Catholic faith.

The great planting in Ireland of Scot and English settlers, most

thoroughly cducted in the six counties of Ulster, followed and

created a cleavage between the two sections of the Irish

population which set a pattern for the social and political

discriminaticns that followed. In 1641, a rebllicn broke out as

the displaced Gaelic Irish attempted to recover their confiscated

lands. Ruthlessly suppressed by Oliver Crcmwell over the next ten
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lands. Rhthlessly supressed by Oliver iqU over the next ten

years, the terrible suffering he inflicted on the Catholic rebels

forged for them sumething very like a single identity and widened

the gap between thm and the Prtestant part of the pcpulaticn. 2

he religious roots of the English 'Glorious Revoluticn' of 1688

further strengthened the confessional basis of Irish ethnic

identity. After William of Orange's crushing victory over French

regulars and Irish volunteers at the Boyne River in 1690, British

subjugation became even more oppressive. The harsh penal laws

isolated the vast majority of the Catholirs in Ireland and

reinforced their inferior identity. These legal discriminaticrs

against Catholics, the hostility and conteat of many of the

ruling caste for the religion and culture of the defeated

Catholics, and an intensely exploitive land system all reinforced

each other and assisted in the growth of anti-Protestant and anti-

English popular naticmlism. 3 To increase the frustration of the

bP!e'agured Catholics, the Irish parliament established by England

was cotrolled by the wealthy Protestant land owners and by

patrnage fromn Inndk. The native Irish had become virtual slaves

in their own cuntry.

Ironically the men who first organized an effective

cgposition to redress these blatant discrimintions were not

Catholics, but upper and middle class Protestants. Inspired by

the tremendous idealism of the French Revolution, a grup of these

Irish-born Protestants set about to promte social, eox nc and

political equality for all Irishmen. It was during this time that

10



ike term republican was first used in an Irish contaext. Siimply

pit, an Irish republican, in theory, advocated a nonsecular,

united thirty-two county Irish republic, but in practice, the

term came more to mean one who sought to separate Ireland from

England by force. 4 iluse Irish Protestants began their efforts

with this theoretical goal in mind and were dcrismatically led by

a yourq member of the Anglo-Irish landlord class named 7heobold

Wolfe Tone. Tone was deeply conscious of his Irish heritage and

sought to substitute the comon name of Irishmen in the place of

dencminations of Protestant, Catholic and Dissenter. He was not

initially inclined toward violence or rebellion, bit simply wished

to reform what he saw as an unjust colonial system in which only

the predominantly Protestant landed aristocracy enjoyed full

rights. In 1791 Tone helped found the United Irishmn in Belfast.

Originally consistin primarily of Protestant tenant farmers,

r artisans and enlightened Presbyterian middle class,

this organization's arbiticns were lawful enough: the union of all

Irishmen of all religions and the establisnt of an annual

parliament elected by universal male suffrage. 5 Greatly moved by

the Frenc experience, Toe geninely wished to form "a

brotherhood of affection, a commnion of rights and union of power

among all Irishmen of every religious persuasion, thereby to

cbtain a ocuplete reform of the legislature founded on the

principles of political and religious liberty." 6 Toe tirelessly

promoted this vision throgout Ireland and while some legislation

was passed to grant some basic rights to selected Catholics, the
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majority of the Protetant rulirn class rejected Tone's ideas and

braided him as a subversive and a malcontent. Frustrated and

bitter, Tone turned to force as the final recourse to achieve his

goal. By actively recruiting Catholics of all social and eomuic

standing, he proceeded to turn the United Irishmen into a

revolutionary organization. He was undaunted in his

termination:

our in must be had at all hazards. If
men of p6rerty will not suWort us, they must
fall; we can support ourselves by the aid of that
umemrous and respectable class of the comwnity-the

men of no property.7

Enlistin French aid, Tn oryanized and led thr revolts between

1796 and 1798, to secure the nonsectarian republic he so deeply

believed in. Unfortunately, poor planning, bad weather and

effective British oontermeasures ourbined to put down all three

aItI±s with quick dispatch. T=ne was captured and sentec to

hang but died mysteriously in his prison cell. 8

7he legacy of Wolfe Tone and the United Irishmen continues to

carry enors weight within the republican movement. Tone became

not only another martyr but also the founder of Irish

Republicanism, his written word the basis for future doctrine and

his grave at Bodenstown in County Kildare the center and shrine

for generations of Irish revolutionaries. 9 His goal of a

nonsectarian state governed by the humanist principles of the

Enlightenment theoretically remains the ultimate goal of today's

republicans, and his decision to employ physical force sanctified

that tradition by providing hallowed martyrs from which the

12



republican cause draws its historic oxrtinuity.

Not long after Tue's death, the British governhent irposed

the Act of Union in 1801, placing the entire island u=der direct

rule from Idon. To the remants of the United Irish= this

outrage hardened their etermination to strike back against the

British oppressor, and another futile revolt was lamuxted by

Robert Enet in 1803. A ccmplete failure Once More, this

insurrection aded more martyrs to the mmmmlyt. Nor did this Act

of Union dc-ge the self-serving and callos attitude of the

British administration in Ireland which continued to exploit and

ignore the majority Catholic population. The tragedy of the Great

Famine in mid-century attests to this indiffereme as Ireland lost

over 1.5 million people thrcuh starvation, disease and forced

emigration in the period 1841 to 1851.10 7he Famine revived the

republican novement and led to further %prisings by the Young

Irelanders in 1848 an the Fenian kothebood in 1867. [hough

both again were territle failures they served to cotinue the

enridment of the tradition of physical force by the blood of

their dead. Aditionally, the Fenians, formally knon as the

Irish Reptblican Brotherhood or IRB, extended enduring roots aMO

the peasantry and lwer middle class and solidly linked agrarian

reform to repablican aspirations. U

Not all Irishmen believed that violent rebellion was the cure

for Ireland's ills. political movements were also established by

Irish nationalists who felt vore could be achieved tbrough

political agitation than through bloodshed. These nationalists

13



desired Irish self-goverirent as did the re'pblicans, but differed

in that they did nt seek to separate Ireland from Egland by

fore. Daniel O'cmell organized a formidable political backing

and gained religious and political eancipation for the Irish in

1829. Isxaac Butt, Michael Davitt and Charles Stewart Rnell

furthered O'Oinell's activisn by forming the land Ieague in 1879.

An astute politician, Parnell used a powerful and frightening

.. binaticn of two very different kinds of agitaticn-

parliamentary cbstnrxtion aid agrarian gain

oonsiderable land reform oncessions for the Irish peasant frcn

the British parliament. 12  ilturally, the last decade of the

nineteenth century also saw a revival of Irish cxnsciaasness in

the form of the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) and the Gaelic

Ieague. The former, by organizing yong men into football and

hurling clubs, reinforced their Irish heritage, as did the latter

in its efforts to revive the Irish language. Both wuld

unwittingly later aerve as incubators for the republican uvement.

As the nineteenth century ended, the Irish were still strqglinq

to find their own identity and proper direction for their future.

7he republican movement, now mostly united in the IRB, remained

determined to strike another blow for Idperdcw at the first

cpportunity.. she parliamentary naticnalists also searcted for a

feasible road to freedom fram Great Britain. The divergent paths

of armed resistance and political agitation would finally cross

after the cxubined failures of Home Rule and the Easter Rising.
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B. Easter 1916. Sinn Fein and the Birth of the hIRA.

Life springs from death, and from the graves of
patriot men and women springs living nations. 7he
Defenders of the ealm... .have left us air Fenian
dead, and while Ireland hold these graves, Ireland
unfree shall rever be at peac.

-Padraig Pearse, 1913

To the British Home Rule was designed to finally put an end to

'that dairable Irish Questin' that had so dominated British

politics that Gladstone ante described it as 'leading to the utter

destn-cticn of the mind of parliament, to the great enceebl.xq and

ipeding of its proper working.' 14 Except for predminantly

Protestant Ulster, which howled that '1Hoe Rule is Rme Mile',

most Irishmen onsridered this a to be an acceptable

solution. Originally designed by Parnell and his parliamentary

natianalists, Home Rule was sirply the establishment of an Irish

parliament to allow Irish internal self-government'under its

ontinued association as a loyal merier of the British Eipre.

Mough vigorously debated for over twenty years, Home Rule was

finally passed by the British parliament in 1914. The bill was

warmly welcomed by the Irish parliamentarians, now led by John

Redmnd, who saw it as the final settlement which would transform

Ireland into a peaceful, prosperous and loyal part of the British

Empire. 15 To the republicans and the IRB leadership it was a

totally unacceptable ccupromise that fell far short of Irish

sovereiity, and would have to be resisted at all costs. Home

RlFe would not progress far enough to allow this resistance,

however, as the Protestant minority in Ulster also threatened to
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resist this bill with force of arms. Cupled with an equally

serious threat of mutiny by British army units in Ireland over the

eforcmY,; of Home ile on Ulster and the outbreak of the First

World War in August 1914, the British govezrmernt decided to

postpone the bill's enactment until after the war's end.

At this time it is roeessary to mention two other

organizations that would play key roles in the prvcess of Irish

dernxdere. The first was Snim Fein. Founded by a Gaelic

literary figure named Arthur Griffith in 1905, its title in Irish

means 'ourselves alone'. Griffith's political progra somwhat

paralleled that of the parliamentary nationalists. Griffith did

not form Sim Fein as a revolutionary movement, did not favor

armed rebellion, or dwlare for a republic. He was, in fact, a

m1arctist and a pacifist. 16 Yet while he did accept the

sovereignty of the British monarch in Ireland, he stressed that

only the Kings, lords and Comrns of Ireland had the right to rule

Ireland. He liked to use the analogy of the 'Dual Monarchy' of

Austria-Hungary as the best solution for Irelad. Irrsically, the

latent nationalist and anti-British sentiments of his program led

the British to consider the movement seditious and revolutionary.

7he second organization of importanae was the Irish Volunteers.

This paramilitary organization was created ini 1913 in respose to

the establishment of a similar group in Northern Ireland called

the Ulster Volunteers. This Unionist formation was designed to

forcibly resist the inpositin of Home Rule. Not to be outdone,

Irish nationalists formed the Irish Volunteers to resist the
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English politicians who were attaqting to make a football cut of

Home rule. 17 Slowly infiltrated by the IRB, the Irish Volunteers

ware divided on whether or not to fully comit thew-elves to take

part in the next republican uprising.

This uprising was noZ long in cming. As the war's slaughter

began to take its toll on Britain, the republicans felt it

necessary to exploit the old adage that 'Englandl's difficulty was

Ireland's qportunity.' Also, the IRB leadership decided that

unless thei generation rose in dramatic rebellion, republicanism

would fade into oblivion because of Hlme Rule. 18 One of the IlRB

leaders who would play a key role in the rebellion and whose

republican legacy would stand in stature next to Tone's, was a

Gaelic s1oolteadcer named Padraig Pearse. An adret of the

Gaelic Athletic Association and the Gaelic Ieague, Pearse felt a

deep Irish consciousness and sought to renew this essence of

Gaelism in the Irish people. He was even more obsessed with

iaintainig onti uity with the ghosts of the repblican past. He

believed that "patriotisn is in large part a emory of heroic dead

men and a striving to accxmplish some task left unfinished by

them" and that bloodshed was "a cleansing ad sanctifying thing,

and that the nation which regards it as the final horror has lost

its .,19 T Pearse the symbolism of mintainirq the

republican tradition and passing it on to the next generation was

of ,ore value than the military suocess of the rebellion, and he

made it clear that "if the rose tree of Irish freedom had to be

watered each generation with the blood of patriots, then they were
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willing, sure that their sacrifice would In time bring bloom to

what seme in the spring of 1916 to be a dry and shattered

thnk."20 convincing the IB leadership to strike, Pearse
attI ted to gather together all strarxs of republinim for the

uprising. He even joined forcs with a revolutiorm, socialist

named Jaites onnolly, who had formed his on marxist 'Citizen's

Army' of Irish workers in Dublin. With the tme of reiaption

clearly in his mind, he symbolically planned to initiate the

insurrection on Easter 1916.

Predictably, the rebellion, kown th= iout Irelarxi simply

as 'the Rising', was a dimal failure. Unable to secure full

support of the Irish Volunteers, plagued by poor coordination, and

ropned by the parliamentary natirnalist-- who still believed in

Home Pule, the Rising was quickly suppressed by British troops.

Two essential points from this episode, h ver, mist be

highlighted. First, Pearse and Oounlly proclaimed the

establishment of the Irish Republic at the Cnset of the Rising.

Declaring "the right of the people of Ireland to the ownership of

Ireland and to the unfettered ontrol of Irish destinies to be

sovereign and irdefeasible," 21 this proclamation wuld Come to be

acknowledged by the republican movement as the founding basis for

the republic's legitimacy. The second key aspect was the

martyrdn of the rebel leaders. Most of the Irish people did not

aprove of the rebellion and large numbers of Dubliners even

jeered the captured rebels as they were paraded through that city.

But the imediate excutions of fourteen rebel leaders, to include
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Pearse and Connolly, dramatically changed Irish attitudes. The

apparent cold-blooded and callous nature of these executions

outraged and angered most Irishman and swung a great majority of

the Irish people away fram constitutional nationalism and into the

republican camp.

Ironically Sinn Fein inherited the renewed camitment

resulting frm the Easter Rising. Due to the perceived anti-

British and nationalist sentiments of Sinn Fein, the British

government thought the party largely responsible for the abortive

rebellion. Thus when Irish public opinion swung behind the

rebels, Sinn Fein inherited the glory of this 'noble deed.' The

remaining republican leaders not dead or jailed united behind the

party and within a year, Sinn Fein's popularity and influence

spread throughout the country. Aware now that Home Rule was a

fading vision, Griffith looked for a new political solution while

the republicans began preparing for the next push. Suffering

under repressive martial law imposed by the British after the

Rising, republican leaders built a new paramilitary group that was

composed of the remnants of the Irish Volunteers, the Citizen's

Army and the IRB. Ostensibly dedicated to renew the struggle

against Britain, but with the more immediate mission of resisting

the conscription of Irish youth in the British army, the Irish

Republican Army was officially proclaimed in August 1918.

Politically, Sinn Fein began to formulate an effective

strategy under the inspiration of an American-born mathematician

of Spanish-Irish heritage named Eamonn de Valera. One of the only
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surviving czwjdlers of the Dater Rising, de Valera's prcminece

in the republican movement soon led to his election as president

of Sin Fein in 1917. Feeling now that 'the Irish should battle

England with votes and then, if that failed, with ri-les," 22 h

convinced the party to adopt one of Griffith's original political

proposals. Ths plan stated that Irish candidates sluld run in

the December 1918 estmnster electins and then withdraw frum the

Inrndon parliament, meet in Dublin and constitute theselves as the

Irish parliament or Dail Eireann. They would then proceed to rule

the country and the British goverrment in Ireland would, it was

hoped, wither away as the people gave their allegiance to the new

Irish j govtn. 2 3 After b=ting an extensive capaign

throu iut Ireland, Sinn Fein's results in the elections were

impressive; the party wn 73 of the 105 Irish seats. ge country,

with the excepticn of Ulster, whose Unionist candidates won 26

seats, had repudiated Great Britain and dxsen Sinn Fein. On

January 21, 1919, the new Dail met in Dublin, voted a

ccnstituticn, a declaration of -x~epere and a program of

social and democratic rights, and affirmed their loyalty to the

thirty-two couty repblic declared during the Easter Risin. 24

Britain refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of this body and

continued to enforce harsh martial law. The intransigence of both

sides hardened, and by the autubn of 1919 an undeclared war had

developed between the British and the Irish republicans. It was

into this conflict that the new Irish Republican Army plunged and

quicdy drew its baptism of fire.
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C. [1e AnIlo-Irish Treaty and Civil War.

If the Republicas sead aside and let the Treaty
cme into force, it eans acguiescen in and the
aba n nt of the national sovereignty and in the
partition of our coxmtry-a surrender to the ideals
for which the sacrifices of the past fP-. years were
deliberately made and the sufferings of thes years
onsciously endured.

-Eamnn de Valera, 1922

7he Anglo-Irish War of 1919-1921 was a bloody, vicious guerilla

struggle that deepened Ote enmity between the tio cjpotient and

savaged the Irish ountryside. Mioh Sinn Fein, under de

Valera's guidance in the new Dail, atteupted to gain judicial

control of the country and make the British governmnt in Ireland

unworkable, the military effort became paramount as daos and

disorder spread. Showing no quarter and receiving none, the IRA

became 'the midwife of the naticr-state' in its single-mined and

determined pursuit of a military solution to free the coutry.

Neither side could gain a total victory, but the IRA's aim of

making the country umovernable succeeded in forcing the British

to capromiise. Exhausted after four years of war in Europe, the

British pecple quickly grew tired of this bloody stalemate and

pressured, their govenment into negotiating with the Irish

leaders.

7he resultiri talks 0_iftlatwd in Tmi-.- o-n 1qae,1-- 1921,

with the Anglo-Irish Treaty. Mis &xment would profoundly alter

the course of Irish history and create bitter divisins thrughout

that country. A good deal of the culpability for this utume
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must lie with the Irish leaders Ao cv ted the Treaty

ngotiations with the Ulster Unionists a the British Prime

Minister, David loyd George. De Valera strangely refrained from

heading this dalegaticti and the Slnn Fein mRbers, led by Griffith

and the head of the IRB, Micael Collins, allowed the issues of

Crn and Ulster to beome cmuied. 25 Instead of standing an

these national principles, they atterpted to work at political

deals with a master of politics and were outmaneuvered in the

prces"-,y the clever machinations of Lloyd George. 2 6 Cajoled,

bluffed and finally threatened with an immediate resumpticn of

hostilities, the Irish delegation was forced into signing a treaty

that fell far short of republican aspiraticts. 7he Anglo-Irish

Treaty partitioned Ulster and set up the Irish Free State as a

self-governing domnion of the British Empire. A representative

of the Cown was to be appointed as domiin governo-general and

mebers of the Dail ware to take an oath to the Free State

cnstitution, which pledge them to 'be faithful to His Majesty

George V, his heirs and successors. 27 To the delegation, it was

the best that could be gained in the face of Unionist

intransigence and could be used as a stepping stone to further

sovereignty arnd unity. 1

The reaction in Ireland was less rational. Shock and outrage

filled the republican ranks and the Treaty was denunced as

wrhr exmple of British duplicity. Tb the IRA, depleted and

bloodied from the war, it was an unaxotable solution that

betrayed the legacy of Tcne and Pearse and disestablished the
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Republic proclaimed at Easter 1916. Cathal Brugha, IRA Chief of

Staff, was direct in h-ds rejaction of the Treaty:

If... our last cartridge had been fired, our last
shilling had been spent and our last ran were
lyirg on the ground and his ermies howling rond
him and their bayonets raised, ready to plunge them
into his body, that man should say-true to the
traditios handed dn-if they said to him: 'Now
will youa cme into cur Empire?' - he should say,
and would say: 'No, I will not.' 7his is the
spirit that has lasted all through the centuries
and you people in favor of the Treaty krw that the
British government and the British Empire will have
gone down before that spirit dies out in Ireland. 2 8

Yet an equally large portion of the coumtxy did feel that the

Treaty was an acceptable solution that wuld end the killing and

allow Ireland to eventually beome a free and sovereign nation.

Ied by Michael Collins, these 'pro-Treaty' supporters felt that

the Free State was a tenporary strategic requireent in the

continued pursuit of the still inviolate, mystical repUblic. They

also accepted partition under a Treaty clause that would provide

for a boundary commission to reexamine and adjust the border at a

later date. They were sure that any border adjustments would

probably make the Northern government politically and economically

unviable. 29

For a month after the Treaty was signed both sides strugled

to convince the Irish people of the righteouness of their stand.

De Valera, parts of Sinn Fein and the IRA continued to defend the

Republic proclaimed in 1916 and established constitutionally by

the nation in 1919. But Collins, Whse charisma and leadership

matdied de Valera's, was equally persuasive in his argument that

acoepting the Treaty wuld give the Irish 'the freedom to be free'
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and would pave the way for caplete unity. In the final vote,

Collins won as the Dail ratified the Treaty 64 to 57 on January 7,

1922.

Ths did not end the conflict, oxever, as acceptance of the

Treaty only shattered the national unity that had been so

intrmental in forcing the British to the negotiating table.

Each nationalistic irstitution: the Dail cabinet, the Dail, the

Sinn Fein party, the IRA and the IE, was torn apart by the Treaty

debate. It was a very ertional split; a strugle between those

who were prepared to come down to earth from the loftiest heights

of Irish nationalism and those who were not.30 nhe split in the

IRA and the disassociation of the anti-Treaty elements, de Valera

prominent amung them, led to near anarcy in Ireland and made

civil war a virtual certainty. 7e IRA oJsession with purely

military means was strengthened by the failure of this political

solution and drove them to forcibly resist the pro-Treaty state as

a British puppet. TM Free State gm=nent atteapted to maintain

peace in the ountry but when IRA forces-a term now applied only

to anti-Treaty RePoblicans-accupied goveryment buildings in Dublin

in April 1922, ollins, in his capacity as camiarer and chief of

Free. State military forces, was forced to act. His decision to

ocwmit Free State troops, many of whom were former IRA men, to

eliminate the IRA resistace pl _urned the nation into bloody civil

war.

For two years, the pro and anti-Treaty forces wuld battle

each other in another guerilla cmapaign that rivaled the Anglo-
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Irish War in brutality and destrtveness. 4mUy indecisive,

the war was characterized by its decentralized nature and lack of

aj=een strategy by either side. 31 7he war-Weainess of the

Irish pecple finally swung the balance in favor of the Free State

forces. De Valera, who comtined to work towards a political

solutio, with Collins during the oniflict, also saw that om*Anued

resistanc was bemin ve. He saw his suport

slipping away as the Irish electorate in 1922 and 1923 voted

overwhelmirgly for the Treaty and against Sim Fein. Aware now

that the anti-Treaty forces could not defeat the Treaty militarily

or politically, de Valera felt that the next best corse would be

to revise the Treaty. To do this it would be necessary to forego

the military effort that had so wearied the people and politically

unify the electorate to rid the Treaty of those stipulations that

were a betrayal to the republican past. By May 1923, de Valera

had convinced the IRA to lay down its ar- in the realization

that continued reistance was useless and would only prolong

needless bloodshed. While de Valera now began to look to the

political arena for his next ove, many of the cmumitted

republicans considered the cease-fire only a teaporary respite to

regicxpirg and rebuilding their deleted forces. To them there

would be no can cise or an ba mt. of the physical force

tradition that had driven Britain frcm the twenty-six counties.

7hey would bide their time. The opposite paths of de Valera and

the IRA would soon further split the republican moveent.
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As shown, the republican tradition is deeply ingrained in the

country,'s past. Developing a teracity and resiliency through the

years of British oppression, the reptilican movment united many

Irishmen in a -m - n cause. Me legacy of Wolfe Ton became the

crnerstoe of the mvement for it provided both a framewrk for a

nonsectarian union and a hallowed tradition of sacrifice and

martyrdom for the cause of Ireland. Mhe strength of this legacy

was reinforced by other valiant efforts, and Pearse's proclamatiL

of the Republic reaffimed the republican goal and a new

heroes to the cause. Papublicanimn had become part of the Irish

After the failure of the Rising, the republican leadership

dye to -unite the movement within the political frmwwork of Sinn

Fein and solidify its support throuhout the country. Transformed

into the vehicle for republican asfratics, Sinn Fein soon came

to represent the united voice of Catholic Ireland. Yet when its

political efforts to form the Dail Eireann were rebuffed by the

British, the militant republic-as, row calling thneelves the IRA,

returned to the tradition of physical force. 7heir aoess in

forcing the British to grant i was udermined by the

incuplete framework of the Anglo-Irish Treaty. 7he strength of

the repblican legacy wuld not accept the oc:aprcise created by

the Treaty and led to the IRA's rejectio of the new Irish Free

State. In a tragic page of Irish history, the IRA was finally
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forced to lay down its arms after two years of bloody civil war.

Wtle this failure led realistics like de Valera to ackmowledge

the necessity for political activity to promote rpublicn ends,

the hard-liners in the wavement would not consider any

of republican principle or participation in any illegitimate

political institztios. 7be stage was now set for internal

division and conflict within the republican ranks.

In sm, there is no doubt that the republican tradition was

instrimntal in gaining Irish iMependenoe from Britain. And for

its role in this aciievement, the republican movement would earn a

hallowed place in Irish history. Yet the intransigence of the

movement would also lead to bitter civil war and renewed

bloodshed. 7he inflexible legacy of the reublican past emerged

from tba civil wa bowed but not beaten and its u&znArisin

nature would proceed to further divide the ovement and brirq the

IRA into violent conflict with the established Free State

gaverivent.
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Capaxter 3: Estranued Brethre

A. Th Irish Free St ad the Birth of Fianna Fail.

I think it would be right to say that Fianna Fail
is a slightly constitutiml party ... .perhaps open
to the definition of a cnstitutional party, bit
before anyting we are a reublican prty... .our
abject is to establish a Republican Goverrment in
Ireland. If that can be doe by the present
methods we have, we will be very pleased, bit if
not, we will not confine ourselves to them.

- Sean emass, 1928

In the summer of 1923, the Irish Free State appeared to have

finally righted itself arxi was now prepared to enter the world

scene as a newly iniepernent state. In actuality Ireland was

still reeling from the bitter Civil War and the Free State

leadership stiunled to establish a stable and effective

gaveriment. Ma r key leade"s fran both sides had perished in the

war, most notable aong them Michael Collins, who was killed in

August 1922.1 Though the electorate had approved of the Anglo-

Irish Treaty, politically the country was still divided between

tbose who aceed d an status and partition and those who did

not. Ths split polarized Irish politics and the party system

that would emrge fram it was based less on the reflection of

divisions in the electorate than on the causes of them. 2 Te

political party that formed the Free State goverment was calle

iman na nxaedheal and after the death of Cllins was led by

William T. Qwrave. As the first Taoiseach (Prim Minister),

coegrave was faced with a formidable task of stabilizing the
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country and ensuring the coctlrvtin of a liberal-emocratic

system of goverrent. In this he was largely ms sful, altogh

the kdption of heavy-ha measures to curb lawlessness and IRA

extremists did not always endear his administration to the

populace.

Sinn Fein and the IRA =wMule pmnered their future

strategy. De Valera saw political activity as the logical itep to

maintain the republican cause. claiming that Sim Fein

reresented the true republican goveriment, his strategy was to

deny legitimacy to the Free State aminisitration. Pointing to the

policy of abstention that Sim Fein had so sucessfully used

until 1919, de Valera rejected participation in the Dail,

believing that repblican representatives wold be tainted by

participating in an assembly set up under Elish law. 3 Instead

de Valera proposed that Sinn Fein ccnt e to ontAst elections,

but refuse to take their seats in this illegitimate legislature.

In this manner Snim Fein hoped to paralyze the Free State Dail and

render the government ineffective. In the shadow of this strategy

he retained the threat of renewed force. Though de Valera was

instrunental in getting the IRA to lay down its arms in 1923, he

refused to discard force as a potential means to the republican

end:

I believed and still believe, that if a naticn held
in subjugation by a foreign power were to exclude
altogether the idea of using physical force to free
itself, it would in effect be handing itself over
as a bound slave without hope of redeaption. 4

The instrument of this force, the IRA, also cntenplated its
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future. Despite de Valera's claim that the IRA was the military

arm of the legitimate goverrment of the Rpublic, the IRA's main

loyalty was to itself. In the eyes of IRA extremists, the vlolent

republican tradition did not feel itself bound by the wishes of

the majority of Irish men arnd wmen, and though they had been

defeated militarily aid politically, this did not reduce the

legitimacy of their cause. 5 As the Free State govevemnt

strme thened its control over the ountry and Sinn Fein's

abstenticrist policy appeared initially to yield little fruit, the

IRA withdrew deeper into itself and grj&i increasingly mistrustful

of Sinn Fein and its politicians.

Within two years of the cease-fire, the republican movnt

was further shaken as the omiflict over means intensified. 2I

IRA had omtined to wage an intermittent campaign of violence

against the fledgling state which resulted in inceased repressicn

koy the Free State authorities. 7he Public Safety Act of 1923

allowed the gvernment to intern priscrirs withut trial and

arrest and detain anyone who was deemed a threat to 'public

safety.' later this Act was amended to suspend the rIght of

habeas corpus and revived the state's poer to detain. 6 Pressured

by these stringent methods and frustrated by the inpotence of Sln

Fein's political strategy, the IRA withrew its recogniticn of the

re~,blican guiernmnt 4v% exileg %Ai mffL" A ito -6l--~ t*-it

own Army ourncil in Noveber 1925.

De Valera also reviwed Sinn Fein's strategy. Miile the

abstenticnist policy had been very successful up to 1919, it was a
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cxplete failure now. Unlike the popular anti-British sentiment

that existed before, there was no unanimous distaste for the Free

State government. De Valera was also appalled at the

pcmsLAing use of violenoe by the IRA and felt that Sim

Fein's cxmtinued association with physical force was isolating the

party from the main stream of Irish political life. Geruinely

seeking to achieve unity, de Valera understood that it wuld first

be necssary to gain powr in the twenty-six counties. 7he

policies of abstentin and physical force had done little to

realize that power and de Valera felt he could no longer ignore

the long established parliamentary tradition of the country. He

saw his chaince in Decerber 1925, when the Treaty-proinised Boundary

OCuiissicn failed to change the border with the North, effectively

abanxrning the large Catholic portirns of Ulster to Unionist rule.

7he Irish populace was enraged at this cutume and blamed the

Cosgrave goven ent for allowing it to happen. With Omn na

nGaedheal's popularity sinking, de Valera saw an opportunity for

Sinn Fein to regain its prominent position on the Irish political

scene and make the first steps to take control of the Free State

Sinn Fein and the IRA were unroved. Detenmined to remain

amitted to the 1916 Republic, they refased to cra tenanoe

participation in the Free State's political institutions. De

Valera argued against this intransigence, ac ting that after

having lost the Civil War ard two elections and with the Free

State administration clearly recognized by the public, there was
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no prospect of changing the status, quo through the pretense that

the Republic still existed and that it was entitled to claim the

allegi of the people. 7 Mbmgh he still refused to acwaxMlelge

the oath to the Crown required of all Dail members, he was certain

that only by returning to the political scene could the rqpublican

goal be realized. A close political coupatriot, Gerry Boland, was

more direct in the rationale for coupetin against Cosgrave's

govetsnt:

All right, they have broken their oath to the
Republic, they have beaten the hell out of us in
the Civil War... they have killed our omrades and
terrorized our families, they have tuned the
people against us through miisreresentatin, they
have betrayed the national cause and, in
particular, the Six Counties, all for a British
bribe. Are you going to sit back and let them
enjoy the fruits of their treachemy?

Mhese arguments onvinced many Sin Fein and IRA aherents, but

not eiough. After the annual Sinn Fein ard- jes (onvention) in

early 1926 rejected de Valera's proposals and were seconded by the

IRA Army Council, de Valera broke froM Sin Fein and set about to

for-m his an political party that "wuld ac ept t& ree State

institutions but would not waver in its determination to fulfill

its republican goals.

On May 16, 1926, de Valera formally introduced his new party

at the la Scala Mleatre in Dublin. In his effort to maintain

continuity with the republican past he named his new political

organization Fianna Fail. An Irish phrase loosely translated to

mean 'Soldiers of Destiny', it was the alternate official title

given to the Irish Volunteers, who after the Rising were to fom
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the core of the IRA. The name sserted the continuity of de

Valera's party with the militant republican tradition of Sinn

Fein, the IRA, the Feniars and the United Irishmen. ditonally

it forged an identity between the power of the state and the new

party as every Free State soldier's cap badge contained the FF

symbol which had been inherited from those same Volunteers. 9

Ideologically, de Valera sought to portray Fianna Fail as

much as a national movement as just a political party. Relying on

tradition, motion, a particular view of the past, Fianna Fail was

built on sirple beliefs: in the national cause, which embraced

unity and the rwtoraticn of Irish; in self-sufficiency, based on

the land ard other native resources; and in the integrity of small

cimunities, whose bodies were czveniently cotexminus with those

of the Catholic Cmrch and the GAA. 10 He delineated ven primary

party objectives to stress the importance of these beliefs, all

the time underscoring the paraont goal to pure every action

necessary to secure a republican form of goverrmnt. This first

aim was the essential element in the daracter of the party. It

was the reason fcr Fianna Fail's existence and the force which

kept people of different bac)mjranis &id different social and

ecomic outlooks united. 11 With this motivation de Valera began

to Wild his political machine.

grass roots suport for his now party. Stressung the Irish nature

of 1'iarma Fail he appealed directly to the 'have-nots' in Irish

society: the rural lower class of small farmers, s and
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tr-aders vu _rrable to ecocxmic depression. Mis approadi also

drew great support from the western counties of the cuntry where

Irish was spoken in many areas. Especially inportant to his grass

roots strategy was the use of sl contituency amlnns (party

clubs). By setting up these clubs in countless wall tos

tthe twenty-six omunties, de Valera spread the influencie

and appeal of Fianna Fail to areas never approached by Ouman na

nGaehul.

Of course the core of Fianna Fail remained the republican

movement. 7Ihe widespread and ef fective organizaticonal structure

of Fianna Fail was a direct result of its ties to Sinn Fein and

the IRA; the party was built almost directly from old IRA

companies, battalions and divisios De Valera ratinalized this

ocpticn by stressing that Fianna Fails' cnly difference with Sinn

Fein and the IRA was in the matter of tactics. Fianna Fail still

,1id riot accept the legitimacy of the Free State, calling it a

pretense at dmocracy. It was merely a qestion of recrgnizing

the de facto situation for practical reasons. 12 In fact, many

Fianna Fail members had not cmpletely broken with the IRA and

scme still maintained ties with Sinn Fein.

The effects of Fianna Fail's move were soon evident. In the

June 1927 Dail electicr, the party won 27.1 per cent of the

popular vote and forty-four Dail seat . Thogh it failed to

unseat Ouman na nGaedeal frm power, the results were ipressive.

Mre irportantly, Sim Fein, still nnning under its abstentionist

policy, drew only 3.5 per cent of the vote. Anti-Treaty voters
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had com down clearly in favor of a practical and pragmatic line

rather than the purist and un#orldly arioach of Sim Fein.

Despite the suess and appeal of Fianna Fail, de Valera was

still faced with one major cbstace.- the t for all Dail

mmers (Teahti Dala or T1t) to take the oath to the British

Crown. 7hough clearly anxious to enter the Dail, de Valera could

not briq hnmlf or his party to comply with this distasteful

necessity. To overome this dilema de Valera planned to use his

newly created support base to push throgh a referendum to abolish

the oath. Events soon usurped his initiative, however, as the IRA

assassination of Justice Minister Kevin O'Higgins in July 1927 led

the Qiegrave goverrment to i~lei-rt I mre heavy-handied rasures

against the republican Lxme1nt. Among them was a statute which

would unseat any prospective TD who refused to take the oath.

Faced with this pressure, de Valera led Fianna Fail into the Dail,

dismissing the oath as 'an empty formula., 3-3 [he entrance of

Fianna Fail into omrtitutional politics did muxh for the

legitimacy of the Free State and also provided a legal safety-

valve for republicans tired of IRA violence and Sim Fein's

Eniirage by the June election results, de Valera continued

to inprwe Fianna Fail's support base. 7hocgh he maintaind

ordial ties with IRA and Sinn Fein leaders, his assimilation of

the republican nKvement cotinued as the repressive legislation of

the Free State goverrwnt pushed many republicans into the Fianna

Fail canp. By the end of the decade, Fianna Fail had becme cne
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of the strcngest parties in the coumtry, seand only to Qman na

nGaef eal.14 De Valera sensed that his moment was just beycd the

horizon.

B. De VYAera Coses ovei v over Un .

If we make sure that five-sixth of the country is
made really Irish -w will have the preservation of
the Irish nation in our hands. Time will settle

-Emn de Valera, 1957

As the 1930s unfolded the IRA sought to remsurt its sagging

fortunes. Fianna Fail's sucs had drawn away many of its

mmers and the harsh law-and-order legislation of the coegrave

regime continued to pressure the remaining fighters. Even Sinn

Fein faded into obscurity, all but coopted by Fianna Fail. The

IRA Army Council briefly steered the movemnt to the left,

proposing a policy called Saor Eire (Free Ireland) in 1931, based

on the revolutionary socialism of James Connolly. This move

brought immediate cWnimaticn from the Catholic a=md, ighich

maintained significant influence in Irish society, and led the

Oosgrave to irwet Article 2A to the Free State titution in

October 1931. Ths Pblic Safety Act pemitted outlawing

subversive groups and parties, the arrest of radicals, sweeping

searches and the establishment of Military Tribunals to try the
A.%. A.- -. _ - -

" ua. .ia -A=et's list of utiawed

g4ps was the IRA. Ebattled, the IRA soon discarded Saor Eire

and Sean Fussell, a hard-core traditionalist, gained the

leadership of the Army Council. Russell regarded all creeping
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steps to the left with disdain and the IRA's involvemnt in

prlitics as a detour. For him the only way to break the

cxiecticn with Britain was by force and the only task of the IRA

was to supply that force. 16 The IRA reaffirmed its unyielding

r nmitment to its historical mission.

By the 1932 Dall electios de Valera knew he was on the

doorstep of power. 7he Cosgrave administration had lost mxh of

its popular support due to its urucessful eoamic policies and

the harshness of its law-and-order legislation. Fianna Fail

continued to inprove its broad base of popular support and was

ready to assume control of the country. Even many IRA men

covertly supported Fianna Fail, hopeful that thie acquisition of

por by their old ally de Valera would bring an end to the

gov'ernmnt,'s repression and lead to the realization of the thirty-

two county republic. The election results were convincing.

Fiarma Fail won 44.5 per cent of the popular vote and seventy-two

of the 153 Uail seats. Men seven Labour Party TDs agreed to

suport de Valera, Fianna Fail had the necessary majority to

change the govezrment. Tbough there was som aprehension within

Oman na nGaedheal about Fianna Fail's loyalty to the state, a

feeling engerdered by frequent remarks similar to de Valera ally

Sean Iemass' 'slightly owrstitutioral' speech in 1928, the

tr--"ition of p r p --ew--A t-,t cciiicatioms. Mhe peacefui

changeover illustrated and reinforced the strength of

constitutinalism in Irish political culture. 17 Fianna Fail was

to begin a period of power that would run uninterrupted for
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fifteen years ard establish them as the party of gvernmnt in the

state.

De Valera quickly set out to inple2mnt the seven aims of the

party. Cc~isely, this meant the establishment of a thirty-two

county republic, economic self-sufficiency with emphasis on

agricultural development and restoration of the Irish language.

Thcxh he still refrained from cxzletely rejecting physica

force, he saw its imediate use as terrodve. Instead he

ntrated a first uniting the cuntry behind his

administration then pursuing Irish sovereignty from Great Britain.

Once achieved, he could then work to draw the North back into the

country th'Ytuqh political and ecanaric ream. In this manner de

Valera hoe to futher coopt the IRA by showing them that he had

not abarnoned their reublican objectives. He proced to

ineiately abolish the Dail oath and suspend gmvnvnt

suppression of the IRA. This was followed by a government

authorizaticn to expand pensions to those who fought on the

republican side during the Civil War. This strategy of offering

'the carrot' was part of de Valera's plan to steal the IRA's

assets, thereby ending the necessity for an alternative secret

army within the state. 1 8 Aware that A could not totally coopt

the republican ireent, de Valera also maintained contact with

the IRA Army Council, hopeful that he old establish a working

relaticrhip to preclude violence in the twenty-six counties and

coordinate their efforts to reunite Ulster.

Initially, de Valera's strategy seemed to pay off. Many IRA
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men wholeheartedly suported the now governmnt as Fiann Fail

appeared to be steering a curse that wuld fulfill republican

goals. In his continuing efforts at so,*xeimt~y, de Valera

Lusperdedland aruity payments to Britain in 1932. Cheered by

the republicans and small farmers, this action initiated an

economic war with Britain that would eventually prove

counterprodctive to the Irish state. But at the m t the Irish

people were firmly behind him as he took steps to remove the

shackles of econmic dependence that Britain had used so

inperviously against the cuntry. Yet the hard-core IRA men

refused to be completely mollified. Rarmilitary violence

erupted between IRA menbers and a rio-fascist splinter of the old

oiman na n1aedheal party called the Blueshirts in 1933. Nhen this

factional fighting intensified and rend attacks against the

state occurred, de Valera was finally forced to take stern action.

In the amaer of 1936, large police raids were carried out in Cork

and Dublin to apprdmrd IRA leaders. In June, de Valera and the

D[il voted to outlaw the IRA and reintroduce the harsh Qosgrave

legislation, which included the proscription of subversive grups

and parties under Article 2A. Micugh it was a diffioult decision,

de Valera was driven, both by the necssity of upholding

gcverauthority and the need to show the people where the

SKYVe- _ t-o , t_% a----- -u-a-- .i fr-J i.J . 1 9

De Valera's decision to supress the IRA did not completely

sever his ties to the republican movement. His motives centered

primarily on his disillusicmrent with physical force. 7bcuh he
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shared the canvictin that as long as partitio reunained, violence

was inevitable, he came to believe that any attempt to end

partition by force w d fail. Ovus his strategy ctined to be

the conversion of all republicans into the Fianna Fail caup and to

show that force would not only in all probability fail, but that

even if it were to result in unity, this unity would be

intrinsically unstable and probably transient. 20 Yet not all

1e1bers of his own party disapprmmd of fore; in fact, many gave

tacit approval to MA action provided it was directed against

Great Britain and the Unionists in the North. So while de Valera

used 'the stick' to maintain order in the state, he was careful

not to create new martyrs, and with contzind guarded syMpathies

for the emotions of the IRA, only decried the futility of their

means. He now sought to insert 'the carrot' that would further

bind the IRA to his party.

Mv abdication of Edward VIII later that year provided such

an CPortunity. De Valera used this royal distraction as an

cpportunistic tactic to speed through the Dail the Costitutina

Bill eliminaing the Crown from the Irish Onstitution: the

Governor-Genral no longer existed. Not stopping there, de Valera

moved to also abolish the Free State. He introduced a new

corstitution to the Dail on March 10, 1937, that was republican in

everything but name. In his desire to wean the IRA into

constitutional politics and to reaffirm the republican aspirations

of his party, de Valera's contitution could be viewed as his

culminant effort to destroy the Anglo-Irish Treaty and to
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positively assert the cxmplete sovereignty of the Irish state.

7he anti-partiticnist and strungly Catholic nature of the

ostitution greatly heartened Irish reublicans but deepened the

suspicion and mistrust harbored by the North toards the twenty-

six counties. Especially disturing to Ulster and Great Britain

were Articles 2 and 3. Article 2 claimed for the nation

jurisdiction over the entire island and Article 3 accepted that

'de facto' the laws of the state could only be exercised in the

twenty-six covnties 'pending the reintegration of the naticnal

territory.' 21 On top of these claim, Article 44 cconfirmed a

'special position' for the Catholic C mrch in the affairs of the

state. De Valera inserted this article to further .strengthe

Irish unity and to win over the unqualified support of the

Catholic Church. M-ds instituticn wielded ccnsiderable influence

in Irish society and had not always Lully suorted repblican

pretension. Uie irredentist provisions of Articles 2 WOc 3 and

the oonfessinal basis of Article 44 led to the develcpmit of a

'seige mentality' amogst the Ulster Unionists and served to

further alienate thea frm the gauth.

1 xR4h osition in the Dail, led by the regeneration of the

old Cuman na rGaedheal party, ry-w called Fine Gael (Family of the

Irish) cpposed the contitution over these very points, it was

amroved by the electorate in a ratjc-! ref-r a t1 w + _

support of Irish naticnalists. On December 29, 1937, the Irish

Free State, spawn of the Anglo-Iria: Treaty was gone, replaced.

,Eire/Ireland,.22 Yet de Valera, corscious of the grading
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suspicion in the North, refrained from labelling the state a

'republic.' He was afraid this step might cut off the six

counties for good and would preclude him from drawing the North

back into the fold by political or ecuuic means. Unfortunately,

de Valera's econcmic policies seemd to be no more sioessful then

those of his predecessors. His emasis an self-sufficiency was

not shmi suooess and the eccmic war with Britain was also

stagnating the Irish economy. A partial way out of this dilemma

was found in the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 25 April 1938. 7his

doment, signed by de Valera and British Prime Minister Neville

Cahmberlain, ended the economic war and retuzied to Ireland

several Treaty ports granted the British in 1921. Shrewdly, de

Valera was able to restimulate the ecnomy as well as remove the

last vestige of the British presence in the twenty-six counties.

De Valera's stature was growing and his grip on national sentiment

becoming more secure.

As his position became more stable, de Valera softened in his

attitude tward his old comrades. Mme republican orientation of

his past actions had greatly reduced the oore of the MRA

committed. Still finding it difficult to ocndn the IRA out of

hand, de Valera even permitted the republicans to conlrxt their

annual -u miration at Tbne's grave at Bodenstumn in 1937. He

conitinued to assert =ublically that he _wcxAd lead the ation to

unity through peaceful, constitutional means and felt that within

a few years the IRA would trarsfer their allegiance to him as the

allure of Fianna Fail would draw the majority of the IRA's
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faithful into his mcssful party.

The graing internatiU l tension and imbinnt prospect of

war cthaned all that and led to a major break between Fianna Fail

and the IRA in 1939. As Nazi Genr=y forced the world tmards

war, Russell and the IRA attapted to take advantage of Britain's

difficlty by initiatin a tkabing caiaign in E r-d .

Miditia~ally, Russell also began to make overtures to the Nazi

goverimnt for military assistaoe to help the IRA rid the British

from Ulster. De Valera, who refused to fight 'Egland's war'

twenty-five years earlier was determined now, as Taoiseach, to

keep Eire officially naztxal. 23 7b him, it was an extension of

his desire to establish total Irish sovereignty aid deirtrate to

the Irish people and the world that Ireland was free fram the

fetters of British domination. De Valera even rejected an offer

by Prim Minister Winstcn Maurchill later in the war to reopen the

partition question in return for Irish participatio in the war.

7his approach received great popular support in Ireland and

further enhanced de Valera's stature with his people. Now the

madinations of the IRA threatened this neurality and could,

should IRA-Nazi ollusin reach a peak, provide a perfect pretext

for the British occuipation of the island. Mus reluctantly but

forcefully, de Valera enacted an Offenses Against the State Act in

June 1939. which suspended mny CeivLl l1herti and permi44" t

interrment without trial. Liberally using this measure the

government interned over 400 activists during the war years, iot

all of them IRA volunteers. De Valera ratinmlized this action by
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stating 'that for a divided people to fling temselves into this

war would be to omit suicide' and that the IRA's determined

ancglpchbia and support of Germany reqired harsh acticr to ensure

the Security of the state and the stability of the govenrment. 24

Fortunately for de Valera, the IRA bcobing canpaign fizzled out

within a year and the contacts with Nazi German amoted to

7hus by the end of the war the IRA was near extincicn. Down

to unxer two udred members, may wo languished in government

detetio centers and leaderless after the death of Russell in

1940, the republican mvement was as insubstantial as the republic

it sought. For this de Valera was largely responsible. His

7mmitment to establishing the sovereignty of the state was very

successful in its cooption k " the republican iovement and brought

him great national support. Yet these actions also created a

sukstantial gap between the twenty-six counties ar. Ulster that

the hard-core republicans did not fail to notice. 7he tsm

in the 1937 Qxnstitution, the dminant role of the Catholic CMrch

in that same Constituticn, the stress on the restoration of the

Irish language and the protectionist eocrnoic policies definitely

gave the state an Irish identity but also gave it a hcmogeneous

Gaelic and Catholic basis that made it increasing incompatible

with Uniondst Ulster. Far from uerminm partition as he

sought, de Valera had marked its eitrrendwit, for though he had

subverted the Free State, he had also solidified the twenty-six

xOmty state. 25 Fearing persecution and forced assimilation in
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de Valera's Ireland, the Unionist major!ty in Ulster were now even

u-re determined to remain loyal and devoted citizens of the

British Empire. Even de Valera eventually seemed to acknowledge

that his sbort term goals of sovereignty had lessened the long

term prospective for unity. He attp*ted to diffuse this

realization by claiming that time would bring the North back bit

added the caveat that "Fr&e was France without Alsace-

I.r. ... and Irelvd will be Ireland without the North. "26 As

the cuntry entered the post-war era the reality of the twenty-six

county state made the goals of the republican movement appear

increasingly unattainable.

C. Hepublicans in Decline: Asiratin oer W mitit.

I know that it is the wish of every right thinking
person that we are finished, finally, with this
kind of unlawful activity and that all those who
have supported it will realize that they have been
out of touch with the realities of aur time.

-Charles J. Haughey, 1961

re 1948 Dail elections marked the end of Fianra Fail's first long

period of power. With partition losing its prcninence on tie

political scene and Ireland's ecwny lagging far behind the rest

of her European neighbors, the Irish electorate felt a change was

warranted. Though the party still received 41.9 per cent of the

pcvlar vote, Fine Gael and " Labour Party, in coalition with

four minor parties andi one i kerndent, were able to establish a

minority coalition government led by Fine Gael TD, Jdhn A.

Cstello. Die to the varied make-up of the coalition, hcever,
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Oostello was unable to implement any radical ecxnruic policy

&Axiges and the country contiied to drift for the next nine

years. Fbrced out of office by Fianna Fail in 1951, but able to

rebuild a second minority coalition in 1954, the Fine Gael-Labour

goverments did not substantially iprave the ecmric situation

in the oountry. Irmnically, C 1steo's most cuitraversial

achievement during his time as Taoiseach came in regard to ulster.

On April 18, 1949, osteilo annoud the repeal of the External

Relations Act and proclaimed the Republic of Ireland. 27 His

primary mwtivatian for this was to wash away same of the anti-

natical mud that Fianna Fail and other opcrients had thrown at

Fine Gael over the years and to draw away republican synpathizers

from Fianna Fail's support base who might be wavering an citinued

allegiance to that party. Predictably, Fianna Fail boycotted the

official dristening ceremny cn Easter Monday 1949, as de Valera

reaffinm that his party stood for a thirty-two not a twenty-six

cxunty rpublic.

The IRA also viewed this mve with skmticisn. Still

comitted to the physical force traditicnr, the movement spent the

first postwar decade atteqpting to recnit and train new

volunteers. But, as in the period following the Civil War, a

small group of republicans split frn the mwenent and atteapted
to &oelw a vs14 4, v-4-t. 4., A- I ~

a former IRA chief of staff named Sean MacBride, this group called

their party Clam na Poblahta (Party of the Republic). Espousing

basically the sa hiilosophy as Fianna Fail, MacBride sought to
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break up wbat he onsidered to be a stagnant and complacent party

system. This attack an Fianna Fail even led MacBride to support

Fine Gael Ln the 1948 election and his party's thirteen per cent

of the vote and ten Deil seats contributed to Costello's minority

coalition. Needless to say, MacBride's influence as significant

in Costello's decision to proclaim the Republic.

Ths attempt by the coalition to increase its support base

had repercussions outside the pqublic. Britain, angered by

Costello's decision and under great pressure from the equally

mistrustful Unionist government in Ulster, passed the Ireland Act

on May 3, 1949. This bill contained the following provision:

It is hereb declared that Northern Ireland remains
part of Her Majesty's Dominions of the United
Kingdmand it is hereby affirmed that in no event
will Northern Irelard or any part thereof cease to
be part of Her Majesty's Dominions and the United
Kingdom without the consent of the Parliament of
Northern Ireland.28

The reaction in the Republic was universal outrage. Claiming that

Britain had 'endorsed the existing Partition of Irelard', the

Costello government cmnlemied the Act and called on Britain to

'end the present oo3pation of our six No-th Eastern Counties. t29

The Ireland Act also spurred dormant republican sentiments in

Fianna fil and greatly heartened the IRA. The former began a

vigorous canpaign to reestablish itself as the sole legitimate

repasitocy for the republican cause, while the latter, stilI

trying to pick itself up after the war years, welcomed the renewed

republican fervor and the ac Mpanying influx of volunteers it

created. Marginalized by these actions, Clann na Poblachta,
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though it cotined to win Dail meats until 1965, never again

gained mre than five per cent of the vote and soo faded into

obscurity.

In what was to be his last election as leader of Fianna Fail,

de Valera's landslide win in 1957 marked the second great

resurgence of the party. Winning 48.3 per cent of the vote and 78

Dail seats, the party rode to power under its renewed cmuitment

to 'the ideals of 1916.. .and the principles to whid they

subscribed between 1917 and 1921 when they were the Sim Fein

party.', 30 Beginning a sec unnterrupted sixteen year period in

office, Fianna Fail inherited a contry still struggling for

economic stability. De Valera, clearly conscious that his

pxotectionist policies were a dismal failure, looked for new

solutions to improve the economy. He also looked for a succssor

to iMplement these policies. At 75 and with failing eyesight, de

Valera knew that the rigors of office would be too strenuous for

him. He found his replacement in the person of Sean Temass.

Iemass was an old friend and ally of de Valera's with impeccable

naticnalist credentials. As a young teen he had been at the GPO

during the Rising, had fought with de Valera during the Civil War

and had served in every Fianna Fail cabinet since 1932. With

great confidence, de Valera turned over leadership of the state to

Iamass in 1959.31

As the new Taoiseach, Tanass quickly attacked the problen he

felt most pressing to the nation: the economy. Reviewing the past

eleven years in and out of opxsition, he also perceived that
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there was a danger to the party's electoral base if a solution to

Ireland's econic difficulties was not found. Mie remedy he

discovered and vigorously itplmented was for the state to spend

money an mndernizing agriculture and industry, to solicit foreign

capital to locate in Ireland and to abandm protection for export-

led grwth.32 7b supplement this, mass also tied Ireland

closely to the rest of Europe; GAT was joined in 1960, the

Reublic applied for EBC mmbership in 1961 and joined the EFA in

1965. Thds policy bias tca*rd free trade had an imediate and

positive effect. The cuntry began an econamic boom that wuld

last over a decade and would significantly imprave the living

standards for the Irish people.

As equally adept politician, Tamass also used these policies

in skillfully presenting economic gruwth as an essential step on

the roaC to unification. Irish political journalist Dick Walsh

explains his pragmatism:

Lemass refused to xentrate on the Civil War as a
source of political division, hardly ever used the
Irish language and believed that to go an talking
about partition, when no one intended to do
anything about it, was a waste of energy. To him
the argument was not abouxt achieving in-ede~
but about the use that was to be made of the
indepwrxence that had been achieved. 33

Accordingly, Leass took on a gradualist approach to Ulster,

spoke little about the party's first national aim, and stressed

that attention should be first focused on the Republic. By

improving conditions in the state tbrauh the logic of market

relations, Imass felt the ecnamic desirability of the RPblic

would draw the North back into the Scuth.
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As the eocniy took off, the innite qcesticn of partition

rewards of eco ic grcoth. Yet the M was undaunted. Buoyed by

the republican revival following the Ireland Act in 1949, the IRA

Army Ocxnil dismissed the public's distraction in develcping its

next step to drive the British from Ulster. M!gh the IRA had

revived Snim Fein in 1949 to provide a political outlet for the

ravveent, they still refused to orider abatrdorq the tradition

of physical force. 7Iey felt oummitted to this policy partly

thraouh loyalty to those who had already lost their lives an also

because of a deep distrust and dislike of politicians. An IRA

volunteer dimissed the criticism that the movement lived in the

past:

It is charged that we pay more heed to the words of
dead heroes than we do to living leaders. We
accept that as a ocmpliment. Ccqparisn between
the statements of aim of living leaders and the
writirg and speeches of dead heroes is the only way
to be certain that the living pursue the aim of
the dead.34

Ihe Army Council, acknowledging that violence south of the border

was extremely cuncve, decided instead to renew the

armed stnggle in the six ounties. 7he ersuing 'Border Campaign'

began in December 1956, with attacks on border posts and military

installatians thra4ght the North. 35 poor organization and

plarming limiited the success of these raids but British anger over

the excursicns led Costello to reiuplement the Offenses Against

the State Act to appreherd the IRA activists. De Valera cotinued

this policy upon taking office the next year, as did Iemass in
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1959. Thogh severe state acticn against the IRA ncrmally aroused

some indignation in the South, and, in defiance of national

leadership, some Fianna Fail rpresentatives did expres sympathy

with the IRA, as a whole the Border Canpaign had no popular

support fron the Republic. Transfiiwd with the eonumic boom

ushered in by Imass, the populace lost focus on partition and

gave full support to the suppression of the movement under the

capable diretion of a young Fianna Fail Justice Minister named

charles J. Haughey.

The IRA, now harassed on both sides of the border and unable

to sustain any consistent operatinal success, called off the

canpaign in January 1962. A classic exanle of the physical force

tradition, the IRA ignored Clausewitz and gave no thght to the

political -- eq es of its actions or how these actions might

be turned to bringing its goal of a republic nearer.36 Mxjh a

proclamation was made confirming the mivemint's 'pledge of

eternal hostility to British Forces of Occupation', there was a

hollow rir to its issuance. Ove public's preoccupation with

eocrxni-c concerns and the IRA's myopic focus on purely military

means had again marginalized the republican mvement. After

Temass met with the Prim Minister of Northern Ireland, Urrenoe

O'Neill, in 1965 to symbolize the Dublin gvernent's official

%A.= L deten-te with the Norh, the majority of the Irish

people conmrred with this gradualist approach that would promote

unity through dialogue and mutual onsent. As the Irish eoncrmay

continued to inprove and functional oocperation with the North
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began, the republican cause appeared to have becxme an even more

distant aspiration that would never be fulfilled.

De Valera's decision to break with the IRA and Sinn Fein

profoundly affected the republican movement. Displaying a realism

and practicality that would came to symbolize his new party, de

Valera acknowledged that the inflexible use of force could not

bring unity to Ireland. Tiough he reaffirmed his uumitment to

the republican end he felt that the use of constitutional,

parliamentary means were necessary to eventually realize this

goal. He then proceeded to establish the sovereignty of the

twenty-six county state, giving the Irish people a sense of

identity that had previously been undefined. But in doing so he

not only punctuated the South's differees with the North, hbt

also left his own inflexible legacy that would hinder the party in

its future efforts to unite the island.

he 1937 constitutin and the requirement for a unitary Irish

state became the central, ncmnegotiable tenets to Fianna Fail

ideology. Th his suossor, Iemass, softened his attitude

toward the North, de Valera's hallowed stature ensured that the

central aims of the party wuld remain urKhanged.

Meanwhile, the IA stayed myopically wummitted to the armed

struggle. Althogh de Valera tried to establish a cooperative

relationship with the movement, the IRA's intransigent reliamo on

force eventually made it neoessary for de Valera to suppress the
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vmmment when its activities threatened the stability of the

state. Mie IRA's inability to develop any political program or

address any isue other than the North amytrbted to the

maveint's miargi-Alization. As the boom of Tmas' new e==ic

policies broxjht material rwards to the Irish people, the IRA and

the issue of unification became inreasingly irrelevant.
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O=e 4: Into the Crucible: Since the "Troubles"

A. BagbMrAid to the Violence.

Partition is more than just a Border, more than
just an artificially-maintained barrier, more than
just an eooxomically-disruptive decision, more than
just a culturally-divisive influence, more than
just a historic affront. Partition is a deep,
throbbing weal across the land, heart and soul of
Ireland, an iiposed deformity whose inefinite
perpetuation eats into the Irish ociiosness like
a cancer.

-Jack Iynch, 1970

By late 1960s, the question of partitin on lcrxjer seemed to play

a central role in the politics of the Republic. The emasculation

of the IRA during its failed Border canpaign, the peaceful

initiatives established between North and South by O'Neill and

I eaa, and the ptin with the economic success of the

decade all served to reduce the importance of this far-off and

illusive goal in the minds of most Irishmen. The Reiblic was

stable and growing, reaching to catch up with the rest of its

Eropean neighbors and hopeful that its divisive past would become

a distant memory. Lemass, content with his role in revitalizing

the er=y and reestablishing the primacy of his party, retired

from the political scene in 1966. 7he new Taoiseach was Jack

ynch, lemass' deity and an experienced Fianna Fail politician.

A former sports star from Oork, Iynch was extremely popular with

the electorate but had no family links with the party or the

struggle for idepedee,a disadvantage to those Fianna Fail

members who believed that republicanism was bred in the bcre.1
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Lync began where Ims had ended by contiming to promote the

North-South raprdment initiated by his pr-eeor.

Yet things were not as they appeared in Northert Ireland.

Since the setting up of the state in 1921, the predoninantly

Protestant Unioist majority had maintained oplete political,

eonomic and social control over Ulster. 2 Ths dcminanoe ovr the

Catholic minority was a relic of colonial rule and was further

engthened by the irredentist and ocfessinal bias in de

Valera's twenty-six county state. Fearng the loss of their

identity in suc a state, Uninist leaders were proupted to

increase their ocntrol over Ulster and reinforce their ties to

Great Britain. This control led to blatant discrimination against

the Catholic minority. Electoral discrininatin was prevalent in

local govaent where gerrymamdering of voting districts ensured

Protestant control even in predminantly Catholic populated areas.

Housing was another area of bias and employment was prctably the

most glaring area where Catholics were shamelessly neglected. By

the late 1960s, the Northern Catholics could stand it no longer.

looking to the American Civil Rights mvemnt for inspiration,

they forme the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Associaticc (NICRA)

in 1967. 7heir goal was to reform the Northern state so as to

provide equal cporbmity for all pecple, regardless of religious

... they were bent un reform. Principally corned
with housing and with jobs, over both of which the
Protestant Unionist majority exercised
discrination in favor of their own kind, the
dands of the NICRA also included universal
suffrage in local elections to replace the
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pr%:ertorial votin system unique to the
Nort... and an ipartial redrawing of
constituencies. They wanted a points system for
local authority housing, legislation on job
discmination and certain security changes,
incling the disbanding of the B Specials and the
repeal of the Speciai powers Act. 3

he NICRA proceeded to promote these goal, through political

agitation and protest, hopeful that these peaceful means would

awaken the Ulster govenment to the serioisness of their ccndition

and lead to uxt-needed reforms. They ware greatly mistahen.

Protestant paramilitary grvps r-acted by attacking NIRA

protes and assaulting Catholic ghettos under the apparent

indifference of the Ulster police and security forces. During

the suer of 1969 the situation exploded. Rioting erupted in the

two major Northern cities of Belfast and Derry and people began to

die in Northern Ireland. As this sectarian violence escalated and

casualties inweased, the British goverment was fored to cumit

Royal troops to maintain order in this bele state.

The sudden violence of these riots rudely awakened the people

of the Republic to the plight of their Catholic brothers in the

North. Shock, and anger were widespread and an izv.e lorg dormant

to many in the state now becme am of utmost urgency. Fianna

Fail and the IRA were equally caught off guard by the suddenness

of this onflict and were forced to make hard hoioes over their

res zywibility to the Northern Catholics and to the fulfilment of

lang-held republican goals. Their ultimate decisions wuld both

threaten the unity of their organizaticr and call into question

the depths of their omitment to the realization of the thirty-
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to cunty Irish state.

B. 7he IRA Stugles with its Future: Birth of the PIPA.

We believe that by armed struggle alone can we
achieve our cbjectives.

-Sean MacStiofain, 1972

After the fiasco of the Border Capaign, the IRA leadership was

forced to take a hard look at the futility of their past tactics

ar the deterioration of the 'miexnt. Aware that the

organization neared extincticn, the Ary M=1i accepted that

hard realities had to be faced. Arriving at such self-criticism

was no easy prooess for an organizaticn steeped in tradition and

ritual ard onstantly paying homage to past heroes. Firding fault

with the theory and practice of the Border cmpaign, rather than

simply indicting Northern Catholics for allowing themselves to be

distracted verged on heresy in the view of many republicans. 4 Yet

the IRA was to begin its 'Great Rethink'.

Basically the leadership felt that two major areas of IRA

policy needed to be reconsidered. Mie first area was a social

strategy to build 'grass roots' sport among the populace on both

sides of the border. The second area concerned the legitimacy of

engaging in political activity. With the failure to gain adequate

support by purely military rean clearly evident, the IRA decided

to win the confidexce of the _Dele throi h econmi c i_% -- : 5 T A

by the IRA Chief of Staff, Cathal Goutldixg, the =vant began to

cxrtamplate major socialist and r-sectarian revisicn to Ireland

based loosely or the tead&dgs of Cronolly and Ton.6 Goulding
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soon found an ally in Roy Jchnstn, a socialist intellectual who

had links to the Ommunist Party of Ireland. Together the two men

became covinced that the IA must conern itself with the needs

of ordinary people. GColding and Johnston soon devised a

requisite formula to propel the anent towards a socialist

triumrph in the years to com. 7hds formula beme known as the

'Stages Theory' and stated that socialism could be achieved in

Ireland in three distinct phases: the establishment of a

capitalist democracy in Ulster by the non-sectarian efforts of the

proletariat there; the welding of the Northern and Southern

proletariat; and the militant overthrow of capitalism on the whole

island. 7

Still true to the final goal of a united Ireland, this

approach differed from the past in two irportant ways. Ontral to

this theory would be the a of political abstentionism

and the tradition of armed resistance. Gould3ng publically

decried the mvement's crnoentraticn on the physical force

tradition, ontendin that it alienated popular support as often

as it gained it. 8 Only through the revocation of violence could

the MA hope to unite the sectarian proletarat of Ulster.

Equally inportant would be the need to educate and politicize this

proletariat. Mhe IRA's obsession with the Rising and the 1919

Dail had made the abstention policv a svmbolic awd srei tret of

their ideology. Gouldinq and Johnston felt that if the IRA and

Sinn Fein were truly serious about cultivating links with the

people, the movement would have to stop its self-indulgent
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dreamn and get to work on nitty-gritty issues in assemblies that

the people now recognized through their votes. 9 unless the IRA

and Sinn Fein overcame their nostalgia and cut republicanism free

from its historical imedimenta they were doomed to remain

Ip .0 Jcmston captured the mood:

Miere was already a trend towards the recognition
of realities .... he idea was that if links could be
cultivated between the movement and the people, the
roots would be firmly in the ground and a
principled political stand would be made, even in
'illegal assemblies' such as the Dail, without
automatic corruption. 1 1

In a mvement badly lacking in social and ecormic content,

Goulding and Johnston provided a tactical blueprint and a general

strategic direction. To many frustrated by failure, at long last

it appeared that a way had been found to lead Ireland cut of the

colonial wilderness and towards a republican millennium.3-2 Mie

IRA was beging to shake itself loose from its inflexible

traditions.

With the rise of the NICPA Goulding saw an oportunity to

promote his social strategy and begin to establish grass roots

support in the North. He directed that the IRA would restrict

its energies to pushing for the basic demands of the association

and no more. Preocupied -with reform issues, prohibited from

using military force and heavily influenced by the extensive

number of socialists found in the NICRA, the IRA moved further

away from its traditional posture. Yet the failure of the NIC1A

would highlight to many the inpotenoe of Goulding's new direction.

As Ulster descended into violere, the cautious revolutinary
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strategy sketchaed out by Goulding~ andi Jduistm began to look

increasingly inappropriate:

By the start of 1969 the dynamics of the civil
rights movement was slipping out of control of
criventicnal nationalist politicians into the hands
of the young middle-class Catholic
. tors .... Noe had any allegiance to the

IRA, and little interest in its political
programne. Viat they did have a use for was the
very military tradition the IRA leadership had
tried to shed. 13

[he neglect of the military tradition was clearly captured by the

status of the IRA units in the North in Axjtust 1969. In Belfast,

for exaimple, the actual armament of the IRA consisted of five

handguns; of the sixty IRA Volunteers there, only seven ware

actually active and none ware full time fighters. 14 Icng claiming

to be the only protectors of the Northern Catholics, its present

conditicn left the IRA sadly unable to provide any assistance

against Protestant sectarian attacks. The graffito of the tine in

the Catholic ghettos-"IRA=I Ran Away", corveys the sense of
despair felt by many residents who believed the old IRA leadership

was more intent on conducting seminars mn Marxist theory than on

looking after their own.15 Mhe validity of the Ulster crisis

quickly roved the IRA to action and initiated divisions that would

shatter the movent and call into questicn the prevalence of past

traditions over present realities.

As Goldin rcmroted- h-Jz rrn-seatarian, soilstmteg--

within the movement, a sizeable rnmber of IRA hard-liners were

dismayed at the radical t of the past expressed in

Goulding's formula. Even more sure of the need for military force
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as the violence increased in the North, these men demanded

hmidate action. Bitter over the hesitancy of Goulding's Dublin-

based heaqarters to provide arms or protection to the Catholics

of Ulster, and aware that the initial presence of British troops

was greeted with relief by many of these same Catholics, these

militant activists saw their raison d'tre slipping away. A good

numwber of these men were Northrn-bor, children of Belfast and

Derry ghettos uho had strong roots within the mament and even

stronger beliefs in defending their homes and families. They

considered themselves keepers of the flame, die-hard

traditionalists who still looked at the Dail of 1919 as the source

of all governmental legitimacy on the island. 16 Yet this in

itself was not the primary reason for their eventual split with

the Goulding-led faction. Most of these men were aware of the

need to develop some sort of political program that would guide

the ersaing canpaign. 'They were not adverse to Goulding's attempt

to make the IRA more than a purely military organization. Rit

they were irreconcilably opposed to Gclding's preoccupation with

the political line to the neglect of the national question and to

the repudiation of the armed struggle. 17 Tenaciously c=mmitted to

maintaining continuity with past heroes, these men would rot

cnteimplate any policy that abandoned the tradition of armed
resistance. Rrewrgn a--- t+ 1 of - faLi. --

v-- b t W I Q, J.r,,, A.A ..

born Irishman named Sean MacStiofain. McStiofain's predcminant

personality traits umre rigid Catholicism and authoritarian and

fanatical devotion to the republican cause. About the insistence
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of the Ulster Protestants to their British past, -a ofain

unequivocally stated:

.. .there would be no place for those who say they
want their British heritage. They've got to accet
their Irish heritage, and the Irish way of life, no
matter who they are, otherwise there would be no
place for them. 18

Coupled with this oduracy was an eually uryielding refusal to

sacrifice any past traditios. [b actiofain and his followers

reluctanc to move with the ties and abarxion a nticnm was

not regarded as a vice in an organization in which rigidity of

thought and refusal to oaprmise were aired and Iarxed.19

The overiwiirj socialist influence promoted by Goulding

and the relatinsb.ip of Johnston to the Cmmunist Party also

contributed to dissension within the IRA ranks. 7he strong

Catholic backound of many republicans inherently led them to

oppose any philosophy that carried a Marxist taint. Many accused

Gulding of seeking to establish 'extreme socialism leading to a

dictatorship' and of ernangering 'Irish and Christian values'.20

As unrest and violence cntined in Ulster, these traditionalists

made it clear that they no longer felt any allegiance to the

Dublin leadership and began to take unilateral action to protect

the Ulster Catholics. 2 1 After Goulding was able to push his new

strategy through the Army Council in late October 1969, the

conflict came to a head at the annal Simn_ Fein ar _d g for the

entire republican moveme on 10-Ui Jarmary 1970.22 Men Goulding

was again able to pass a motion to scrap abstentionism, the break

was cunlete. 7he Northern dissenters walked out of the
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v n and reassembled to set up their own caretaker executive

of Snim Fein that would remain true to the hallowed principles of

Irish republicanism. 2 3 This action divided the IRA into two

factions. 7he Gulding-led, Dublin-based grup wuld call

teelves the Official IRA (OIRA) and Official Sinn Fein, and

would continue to pursue a socialist ideology in hope of attaining

an all-Ireland workers' republic. Favoring a non-violent, nci-

sectarian Philosophy, the OIRA was convinced that "there could be

no Ireland in Wolfe Tone's sense without the Protestant working

class. They muist be reacd."24 The OIRA's main effort would be

throuh education, camprmise and political activity.

7he militant, traditioal wing under MacStiofain would call

themselves the Provisicnal IRA (PIR) and Provisional Sinn Fein.

They drew this title from the proclamation of the Republic of

Ireland at the start of the Risin, and affirmed that any

gavenment in Ireland would be 'pravisical' until the final

establishment of a thirty-two caunty republic. 2 5 7he PIRA or

'Provos' saw themslves and acted as an army of liberation.

Aiming to secre an irxndepexent Ireland in which Protestants,

Catholics and Dissenters would have equal rights, the PIRA had no

dubt of its moral right to wage war against Britain. 7he PIRA's

main efforts would be through abstention and violent
resitc. 26

Mie PIRA proeeded to arm and organize itself to defend the

Northern Catholics, Within a year of their break with the OIRA,

the Provos had firmly established themselves in the North and
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began to strike out against British and Unionist military targets.

To owmteract this action the Ulster government initiated

interrmt without trial in Agust 1971. 2* indiscriminate

- IeIensicn of ountless Catholics, many not even associated with

the reublican mivmrnt, boosted the popular support for the PIRA

on both sides of the border arxi brouht in many new recruits.

Buoyed by this influx, the PIRA intensified its operations in

Ulster. 7he pinnacle of its sucess came in March 1972 when

Britain, aware that the Ulster government could rot maintain law

and order and effectively administer the 1provinoe, officially

prorogued the Northern Irelarnd Parliament and ixposed direct rule

from i .

Although the PIRA's reliance on military action was

unshakeable, many Provos saw the need, riot necessarily for

political activity but for a political program to show that they

were not merely mindless gunmen and could propose a feasible

solution to the conflict. 27 The policy that emerged in June 1972

was called "Eire Nua" or "New Ireland Policy." Reflectirg the

PIRA aversion to centralized authority and their advocacy of

cooperation at the neighborhood and workplace level, "Eire Nua"

called for a federal system modeled partly on the Swiss Cantons.

Each of the ountry's four historic proviics-Leinster, H'lster,

onmacht and a nrlx-cunty Ulster-wowld have its own parliament

with considerable power. 7he federal government in Dublin would

play a smaller, more paternal role in a social and ecnmic

system that would be doctrinaire democratic socialism tailored to
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Ireland's rmdminantly rural eomxW. 28 Also prcatir a strict

separatio of durch and state, this plan was devised to assuage

Protestant Ulster and provide for their equitable participaticn in

the new state. Tugh still ccendtted to atentism, the PIRM

was beginning to grasp the relevance of political activity.

Despite this u erstarding, the orztinued use of physical

force began to undermine the PIRA's suport base and mucess. The

m=ztir death toll in Ulster increased frustration an both sides

of the border and led to renewed repression of the movement by the

Dublin government in the Rexpblic and intensified military

operatians by British troops in Ulster, rw su olmnted with SAS

forces. A temporary cease-fire initiated by MacStiofain in 1975

in the hope of promoting a negotiated British withdrawal and

gaining a reprieve fron British military pressure was

nucesful, and within a year the British government began to

phase-cut the political-prisaner status it had given to IRA men

back in 1971. The effectiveness of these actions crippled the

movement, as most of the caritted were either dead, abroad or

languishing in British prisons in Ulster and England. With their

backs again against the wall, the PIRA leadership searched for a

way to rejuvenate the movement under the pressure of the present

realities without cmpromising the hallowed traditions that were

so fundamental to the cause.

C. Fianna Fail Stnugles with its Past: The Arms Crisis and
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Let us not appeal to past gods as if past.
generatias had said the last word about Ireland.
We have the opportunity to say for cur generation
what is in our hearts and minds.

-Jack lynch, 1970

he explosion of sectarian violence in Ulster also sent deep shock

waves through the Fianna Fail party and the Lynch a nistraticn.

As previously mentioned, Taoiseach Iynch had oontiai1 to promote

the peaceful overtures towards the North initiated by Sean Imass.

EmIasizing reform and cross-border cooperation, the most he would

say about partition was that it would ocrtimne to arouse 'deep

feelings and emotions in the people and it is natural that

expression will be given to their emotis., 29 Yet the dramatic

renewal of bloodshed in the six counties now for LyInc and his

party to ome to term with their rhetoric ooncerning the party's

first national aim and the reality of taking decisive action to

realize its achievement. Up until 1969 a yawning gap had

developed bet xn what the party had always maintained as its

policy-indeed, its reasons for existen-and what the party had

come to mean, between the rhetoric inspired by that certain view

of history and the reality of the twenty-six ocunty state shaped

by de Valera and eiass. 30 As with the IRA, hard decisions had to

be made. he results of these decisions would lead to the

divisive Arms Crisis that would sunder the unity of the party and

threaten the stability of the state.

Mie violence in Ulster had indeed placed Lynch in a difficult

situation. A very popular Taioseach, Iyr'xhs lack of farAticism

in a party which seeed to have more than its share of zealots,
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his consensual. style and ordinariness of manner, had ocibined to

attract people across all boundaries of party and traditian. 31

Now his personality was seen as a liability by many party

traditionalists who claimd that the time had cow for decisive

action to end the partition of the county. Lynm± realized that

all the past oratory over partition and the first national aim of

Fianna Fail had finally caught up with the party, forcing him now

to chose between adapting a traditional aproach based n the

orthodoxy of Pearse and Tone or pursuing a heretical, but more

realistic, policy designed to meet the politi-geogra c

realities of the islard of Ireland. 3 2 Also aware that Fianna Fail
4

had built a practical, pragmatic record over the years that had

established it as the party of government in the republic, lynch

was determined to maintain the stability of the administration at

all costs. As violence escalated, the most direct'threat to Lync

and that stability came frum the republican-leaning activists

within the party. Prominent among these hard-liners were three

men who held key posts in Iynch's own cabinet: the Minister of

Agriculture, Neil Blaney; the Minister for Local Government, Kevin

Boland; and the Minister of Finance, Charles Hauhey. Of the

three, Blaney was the most outspoken republican of traditional

views, synpathetic to all those who, in his judgement, gave the

Ulster Catholics real help, including the IRA. 3 3 Blaney was

extreely vocal in pressuring Lynch for direct military

involvemnt in the North.

On 12 August 1969, widespread sectarian violence engulfed the
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gside, a pr&miinantly Catholic saction of Belfast. Blaney,

Haughe and B~oland again urged 't'rv± to send the Army into Ulster

bit the Taoiseach refused. I*- feared the internaticmal

reenssiacns of such action and the -A isM1minant r of

Belfast Catholics that the Army's rv might invoke. Yet most of

all, he feared the witrawal of foreign inves nt frmu the

South, the resulting unempl oyent and the ccmpun=ied difficulties

a border war wculd entail. 34 Dcidin iis, -4 to promote a

pragmatic approach to the problem, Lyrxi gave a nationally

televised address to the Irish pocple cn 13 August 1969, intended

to assuage the republican elements in tue party and the Republic,

but not to restrict his freedom of mvement or ccmit him to any

oe cerse of action. Beginning with his cx~rn "that the spirit

of reform and coperation has given way to the forces of

sectarianism and prejudice", lynch claimed that the Ulster

goveriment was "no longer in cutrol of the situation." Stressing

that the use of British Army units was unacx table to his

goverrvient, he requested that a United Naticns peace-keeping force

be sent to Ulster. In the meantime, he diJcted Irish Army units

to establish field hospitals along the border and ended his speech

by r that "the Irish goverment can no longer stand by and

see innocent people injured" and that the "rinification of the

national territory can provide the only permanent solution to the

problem, " 35 Mis speech greatly heartened the Ulster Catholics,

who expected to see the Irish Army acrive shortly thereafter;

IRA, which felt that it gave tham gvernnental approval to defend
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their Northern brothers; and the hawkish Fiama Fail deuties, who

felt that Lynch had reestablished his and the party's republican

credentials.

All were soon to find that they had nt correctly gauged the

intentions of the Fianna Fail leader; for as Irish politician,

author and ardent anti-reublican Contr Cruise O'Brien

caustically remarked, "Lynd's solution was to behave as mnxh as

possible like a pragmatist, while soumling as much as possible

like a republican." 3 6 oncerned over the secrity of the state

and fearful that direct military intervention might invitc a

British response that could lead to violence in the South, Lynch

never seriously conteiplated direct action but attempted to apply

international political pressure on Britain to bring the crisis to

a speedy resolution. Yet the crossed signals that stam=d frum

his public remarks would prar the party hard-liners to initiate

action to help defend the Northern Catholics and would lead to the

most serious political crisis of modern tines in Ireland.

7he Arms Crisis was a direct result of the differing

interpretations of Iymxc's public stand an acticns towards Ulster.

7he affair stemmed frcm an attempt in the spring of 1970 by Fianna

Fail deputies to purchase arm with goverrnm t funds and export

thm North and into the hands of Ulster Catholics. Oxxh

speculatin over the true facts still exists. these men were

cmvinced that they had the covert apprval of the lynch

administration to undertake ths venture. Yet lynch, when made

aware that Irish ,c s a bad seized the arms cargo In
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Dublin and that the affair would soo be nkle public, inedia-tely

sacked the ministers implicated in the affair, Hauhey and Blaney,

and appointed a vemental ir ry to investiga, and if

necessary, indico. anyre g -ty of illegal importaticn of ars.

This aff-ir sh!cked the nation, divided the party and seriously

threatened relatiLs with Britain. Opposition TDs in the Dail

called for the dismissal of the entire cabinet and iuestioned the

legality of the govennaieyt. Fianna Fail members were dismayed by

the inten=ine bloodlettiry within the cabinet and unsure about

where to place their loalties. MhA issue of what extra-

arstituticral steps tl gavernint might take in its efforts to

assist the Catholic minority in the North, after that same

goverrunt had pledged itself to peaceful means and had foresworn

the use of force in their endeavors t.) resolve the Ulster problem,

polarized the party and t.e state. 37  ia xtroversy duminated

Irish political life and led to a proliferation of rumors and

Critics of the government like O'Brien called Lynch a

Madhiavelli who appruved of the ventre until it failed and then

turned on his subordinates to save his political career. 38

Artlier %ell-traveled rumor stated that the Wxze,.ant was behind

the recent split of the IRA. Fianna Fail ministers allegedly

tried to get the !R 4 -- its ,lw'i'. acti.vitUe n - th.

South and c-ncentrate an military action in the North. Vn this

failed, they encraged the split in the mvement with the

promises of arms to a new movement fred frum any association with



Marxism or the extreme left. 39 Thugh PIRA lief of Staff Sean

Mac tiofain later claimed that there was no collusion between the

two organizations am1 that the weapons wer meant for the Belfast

Defense Committee and not the IRA,40 the PIA gained public

support from the fiasco as the only organization, in the public's

perception, genuinely omrned with protecting the Northern

Catholics.

Meanwhile, the unity of Fianna Fail cotrinued to weaken as

the govenmm-t brought ctharges of ccrspimcy to inport arm

against four mn, prominent among them Charles Haughey. Teir

'trial in September and Oct-ber of 1970 highlighted the differenes

within Fianna Fail and brought into doubt the future direction of

the party and the governmnt. The defendants steadfastly

professed their innce, claiming that the govermient had given

then full approval to undertake the action. Haiihey even claimed

to have no knowledge whatsoever of the affair. One of the

defendants, Jcin elly, a former IRA man and Belfast Catholic

captured the defiance of the group:

... we did not ask for blankets or feeding bottles.
We asked for guns and no one from Taosieach I&ch
down refused that request or told us that this was
ocrirary to governit policy ... 41

Thoxh all four men were aoquitted of all ctarges, it was clear

that Iynch had ended his arbivalent stance cn force and would not

-..... G , ,.,.,,42 I h yW p to

Wve quickly to unify the party and stabilize the govenmnt. 4 3

Calling on his ocnsiderable popularity, he appealed to the party

faithful to maintain solidarity during this dangerous time. Bonds
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of party loyalty were traditionally strug within Fianna Fail and

they held together at this critical mcment, despite the feelings

of matv who believed that Lynch had betrayed the Party an

abandoned the principal national aim at a time when craw

were conspicuously ate for its realization. Even Charles

Haughey, who cosidered himself a scapegoat for the whole affair,

dutifully sipported the administraticn, saying that "the unity of

the party is of greater izportanae to the wlfare of the nation

than my political career." 1iigh same defecticns were

unavoidable, Blaney and Boland prominent among them, Lynch had

saved the party for the time being. Yet this affair would cost

the administration heavily. Despite its outward appearance of

unity, Fianna Fail remained polarized by the Arms Crisis, as the

pro-republican faction within the party had not given up its

efforts to promote the end of partition. Even more serious,

haever, was the cost to the cmmtry. Ordinary democratic

politics, respect for parliament, for the law ard for the state

were all seriously weakened by the Arms Crisis. O'Brien

maintains that some of the popular respect lost by these

institutiris was transferred to patriotic lawbreakers, i.e., the

IRA. 44 With his goverment intact, lynch now turned to met the

c-allenge posed by the emergence of the PMA.

Lynch was deeply c erned by the increase in violence that

came fxxm the vigorous defence of the Northern Catholics by the

FRA. As early as August 1969, just days after his ad s to the

nation, lynch had publically denuxnud the IRA's activities,
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asserting "that no grop has any authority whatever to speak or

act for the Irish people except the lawful Goverrmtnt of Ireland,

freely elected by the people," and that Goverent "would not

tolerate the usurpaticn of their powrs by any gru

whatsoeve. "45 But Lynw was all too aware that he had to tread

carefully to maintain the support of the republican-leanxg

Fianna Fil activists within the party. With as many as eleven

deputies with strong synpathies for the IRA, lynch was

constrained, or as O'Brien remarked, forced into a "kind of

collusion" with them, and was thus hesitant to move decisively

against the Provos lcst any determied action might bring him &an

throuh the defecticn of these disideent u4rters.46 public

sympathy also began to spread to the PIRA as well. For many

people in the South, the PIRA had the awe ccern for the welfare

of the Catholic ghettos, but whereas the qpvenment could only

make vain promises ('we will nct stand Idly by'), the PRA was

seen to be doing something on the ground. It was not difficult

for gvernmnt ministers in the South to applaud secretly the

defensive role of the PIRA in the North while publically

crr-ainrg violence. 47

Public support for the Provos cmxied to grow and readied a

dangerus peak on January 30, 1972. Cn that eay, krwn thereafter

simply as 'Bloody Sunday', British paratroop idiscriminately

fired into a crowd of Derry Catholics protesting interrmnt,

killing thirteen men and one woman. 7he Republic reacted with

horror, anger and disgust. Lynch denouced the action as
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unbelievably savage and inhuman and aimunced a day of naticnal

mourning in the Rxiblic and withdrew the Irish anbassador to the

United Kingdom. Emotions about the North ran very high and people

talked and wrote of a national change of mood, like that %htih had

set in after the e cwticns of 1916.48 7he situation became even

more perilous when, on the day of national murning, February 2,

an eraged crown of 20,000-30,000 surroun the British embassy

in Dublin and bmrned it to the grud with petrol baubs. Lynch

deplored this action, and fearful that cctltrued violence might

further undenine the stability of the state, sought a way to

dampen the explosive emotionalism that had presently overcome the

public. HIs first omx rn remained the unity of the twenty-six

county state, and despite rene urgings within the party for

military action, he was even more cavinced that such involwment

at this unstable time would be disastrous for the Republic and

could lead to chaos an both sides of the border. He contimied to

promote peaceful initiatives and restraint.

Irunically, the PIRA's comnitment to physical force helped

cool emoticns in the Republic and allowed Lynch to reassert the

authority of the govenment. 7he dramatic increase in PIRA

boubings which followed Bloody Sunday inflicted s tantial

casualties in the North, many of them innocxet Protestants and

Catholics. The apparent indifferezo to noncombatants shx= by

the PIRA cantributed to a reversal of emotions in the South and

began to dininish public support for the Provos. Mm a brief

cease-fire in May came to nought and PIRA attacks intensified,
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lynch felt secure enough to move, albeit Flswly, against the

republicans. At the end of May, lynch annoned the

reintroducticn of Part Five of the Offenses Agal-st the State Act

of 1939, which pe mitted the corwicticn of suspected terrorists on

the evidence of a senior police officer in a juryless court

presided aver by three judges.49 Men public reaction apeared to

wa:ntenanre this nave, ard the British gernmnt attepted to

reduc tensions by releasing a significant number of internees in

the Fall, lynch was euboldened to ove further.

In November 1972, lynch proposed to again amend the Offenses

Against the State Act with new anti-terrarist legislation to close

dwn the PIRA's freedom of mvemnt within the Republic.

Initially same pro-PIRA sentiments were voiced within the party

and strog resistance developed from the Fine Gael-labour

qcosition over the widespread power this bill would give the

gverment and the police. 7ln while the debate cotittnue in the

Dail, several bas exploded in Dublin, killing two people and

injuring eighty-three. 50 Cppositicn collapsed and the bill was

passed by a vote of seventy to twenty-three. Irish police

proceeded to round up a considerable r nr of PIRA suspects,

including Sean MacStiofain, and the Irish prisons began to fill up

again. Lynch had thus confirmed his tough line against the men

of violence, initiating and sustaining a program of anti-terrorist

" .jislatic of quite extreme prcporticrs. In a lition to Section

Five of the Offenses Against the State Act, the atbnents

included the outlawng of all terrorist organizaticts,
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specifically the PIRA; an Emergency Prisons Bill; the setting up

of Special Criminal Oots; the auth rity to fine and/or iniscr

any suspected terrorist who could rot acount for his mmements

and limited WE (Radio Telefis Eireann or the state-run radio and

television) freekn to report n PIRA affairs. 5 1 Lyrn, now

confident that his actions had restored stability to the state,

dissolved the Dail in February 1973 and went to the country as a

law-and-order candidate, anticipatizg a return to power with a

more comfortable majority.

Unfortunately for Fianna Fail, Lynrh had miscalculated the

extent of his scs in dealing with the North and the republican

iimmnt. The public disillusicrment over the Arms Crisis and the

government's inability to establish peace in Ulster raised many

doubts within the electorate. Though public opinion polls during

the '73 cuopaign irdicated the belief that Fianna Fail could

handle aspects of the economy better, the Fine Gael-Labour

coalition was preferred in the whole security area. 52 The

coalition would show no hesitation in controlling extremim and

the public felt a new administration, freed fru taint of a pro-

IRA fringe, could deal more effectively with Britain. Mile

Fianna Fail was still able to garner 46.2 per cent of the popular

vote, Fine Gael and abour were strong enough to form a clear

majority coalition and end Fianna Fail's sixteen year reign. 53

Fianna Fail was to begin a four year period in ocposition.

The new Fine Gael-Labour coalition, led by Liam Cosgrave, son

of de Valera's old rnemsis, immdiately stepped up its suppression
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of the PIRA arid pledged to bring about a peaceful solution to the

Ulster crisis through the mutual onsent of a71 parties. Cosgrave

pto develop a plan for por sharing between the

Catholics arx Protestants, to be overseen by a Council of Ireland

composed of Dublin, Belfast and Iczl political leaders. Called

the Sunnimlale Agreement, it offered a novel approach to

mediating the problem. Unfortunately for Cosgrave, Unionist

intransigene and British indecision rdermned the Agreement,

which collapsed after a Unionist-led general strike paralyzed the

provinoe in 1974.54 Equally damaging to the coalition was the Oil

Crisis in 1973 and the resultant recession. As the Irish e=nWuy

plunm ted,, public attention shifted away frum the Ulster problem

and refocsed on the eociic stability of the Pepublic. Yet the

eomic policy differenres between Fine Gael and Iabour prevented

them frum iplementing any effective measures to revive the

econy. By the election year of 1977, the contry had grwn

tired of the coaliticnr's preoccupation with security msures and

anti-IRA legislation and disillusioned with its inability to stem

the economic crisis. Lynch, who had spent his time in oppsition

cnntrating on an effective eocnomic plan to salvage the

ciuntry, saw that the time was right for Fianna Fail to return to

power. Reviving the party during the election campaign with a

shcgin bag manifesto to increase goverrmnt spending to promte

industrial expansion and reaffirming the pursuit of the national

goal through peaceful means, lynch and Fianna Fail were returned

to power in a landslide victory, gaining 50.6 per cent of the vote
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and eighty-fur Dail seats. 55 Though the pro-republican elemnts

in the party, now led by the resurgent Charles Haughey, cntined

to promte a more hawkish attitude twards Ulster and Britain,

Fianna Fail appeared to have regained the unity and direction that

the Irish electorate had grown accustmed to and was preared to

resume its place as the party of goverruent in the Reublic.

D. The Piros Deviate: The Armalite and the Ballot Box.

... it is evident that they intend to continue their
protest indefinitely and it sees they prefer to
face death rather than submit to be classified as
criminals. Anyone with the least krnledge of
Irish history knows how deeply this attitude is in

r country's past.

-Dr. Tcmas O'Fiaidh, Catholic Archbishop of
Armagh, 1978

The problems facing the republican ivnement in the late 1970s were

formidable. he phasing out of special prisoner status for the

interned fighters, the intensified British military effort in

Ulster and the aparent renewed apathy aog the Southern populace

towards the cause again forced the IRA leadership to octenplate

its strategy. These winds of dange were, stran y enoch, first

fanned in the cells of the Maze, an Ulster -rison called Liong Kesh

by the IRA and used primarily to incarcerate republican prisoners.

The IRA man there were utraged at the removal of their special

status, one that had classified them as political prisoners and

provided a priscner-of-war camp atmosphere in which to maintain

organizational strength and unity. It was seen as part of the

British gavernm'nt's process of normalizing the problem of IRA
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violence by presenting them as an unreresentative group of c n

criminals. 56 An especially hqotant part of this status was the

ability to train and educate young fighters uho did not crmpletely

uderstand the cause. %e solidarity of this prison existenoe

also served as an incubator for ne ideas n how to salvage and

iuprove the movement. Faced now with the loss of these

qppoxbmties and aware of the dimal status of PIRA active units

in Ulster, the incarcerated republican leaders were =moed to

cxiterplate the radical readjustent of republican orientation.

7he majority of these men were young Northerners, not old

enough to have experienced the Border Canpaign or to have

developed as deep traditional covictios as their older leaders.

Referred to within the movement as "Young Turks," these jailed

fighters were led by Gerry Adams, Danny Morrison and Martin

Mcuinness. 57 Deternined to find a better way to adcieve

republican goals, these men initially had no pat fornula but did

know that the war oilld not be won until the IRA had a firmer

urderstanding of why and what it was fighting. Inpassioned

denuciaticns of British imperialisn ware not good enugh; it was

vital to formulate a nore scpisticated political as well as

military strategy in oxrer to prevent avoidable bloodshed in the

strugle to free Ireland.58 7hy began by criticizing "Ele Nua,,

as horelessly unrealistic and in effect simply enlarging the

Protestant mpoly in Ulster. Willing to aclknwledge the effects

of public opinion an IRA efforts, they also moved to transform

Sinn Fein into an instrument for grass roots political
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mobilization. The old IRA leadership had aknmwledged the

problems with the military effort and did not turn a deaf ear to

Mavs' entreatments. By 1977, Adams had n over the Sinn Fein

leadership and began to shift the mwamint's social ai asis away

frum "Eire Nua" towards the idea of an all-Ireland socialist state

that sounded remarkably similar to conclusions made by Gulding

and jdmstn before the IRA split. 59 Unable to totally sway the

Army Council, Adams contmued to develop his social and political

program to ccrolelnt the military struggle. Devel pments in the

Maze would soon serve as a catalyst to Adams' efforts.

Sinoe the rwmval of their political status, republican

prisoners immediately began to protest, demarding a return of

their former status and denoxming their brutal treatvent at the

hands of prison guards. This Protest involved their refusal to

wear prison uniforms or wash and shave and eventually degenerated

to the spreading of human waste and food tbrcuhcut their cells.

Mhe repblican prisoners ware defiant in this action and their

attitude was well captured in an IRA ballad:

I'll wear no convict's uniform
Nor meekly serve my time
That England might
Brand Ireland's fight
800 years of crime. 60

hs 'dirty' protLst failed to mre the British authorities,

hwever, and soon led the prisoners to pursue more drastic

measures. 7he decision to embark on hunger strikes to achieve

their demands was agreed upon in late 1980. After an initial

strike was called off by British overtures that proved insinaere,
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the IRA comw-der in the Maze, Bobby Sands, initiated a second

hunger strike on 1 March 1981. 7he IRA's actual step ito

electoral politics cam during the drama of this bunger strike and

began as an ad hoc attempt to nurture the popular support created

by that event. 61

In April 1981, the death of the I eendent Nationalist

Maier of Parliament (HP) from the Ulster constituenqy of

Fermanagh-South Tyrone led to the call for an election that month

to name his sucssor. The National H-Block/Armagh OCmittee, a

united frott of republican and nationalist organizations whose

goal was political status for the Maze prisoners, recognized the

symbolic value of running the dying Sands as a candidate to take

advantage of the rapidly growing grass roots sjort. for the

Hunger Strike campaign and to attract internaticnal media

attention.6 2 Adams, who had very close ties to Sands and the

dozen or so other strikers, was somewhat reluctant to embark into

this venture so quickly, for Sinn Fein had nt yet develq& Into

an effective political organizatin. But he recalled that there

was nothing new in putting forward a prisoner as a candidate. It

was a time-honored republican tactic, dating frm the nineteenth

century. Plus Sands would run under the cunm]ersa1e designation of

Anti H-Block/Armagh Political Prisoner, using the united label to

spare the voter the problem of voting for the armed struggle and

offer instead the chance for a straightforward vote against what

as happening in the jails. 63 ,his would also placate the hard-

liners in the movement, for it would not solely identdfy the IRA
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with parliamentary politics.

7he international media overage that Sands' HUnger Strike

generated charged the carrpaign and cortribited to voter turnut.

7he emotionalism of the event even led the IRA's wain Catholic

antagonist, the reformist Social Dmcratic and Labour Party, to

withdraw from the race in order to avoid drawin votes away from

Sands' candidacy. The results wre xtra inay. Sandc polled

30,092 votes, beating his Uninist cppwrent by almst 1,50O

votes. 64 Adams was amazed by this succss and used it to citinue

promoting the pr of political activity to garner support for

the mmeent. Unfortunately for the strikers, the British

steadfastly refused to cxpranise on political status and Sands

died an the sixty-sixth day of his strike, 5 May 1981.65 Nine

other men would also die before the strikes were called off in

August, hut the entire episode taught the IPA that mdbilizaticn of

public opinicn around a particular event-especially ow that

involved such eiwtion-could be exploited as support for the

movemnt and was a powerful prcpaganda tool. 66  his was

strikingly evident by the overwhelmin sympathy for Sands and his

men expressed by the Noz-thern Catholics and the majority in the

Republic. In a rearkable display of solidarity and support over

100,000 people followd Sands' funeral procession through West

Befaste n W.ove S . ke had The 4 V 1W =11 Lah a

itself in the heroic mold of past martyrs and reaffirm its

legitimacy in a historical cxcatext. 6 7 An influx of new recruits

followed, many young men from the South, disilusicned with the
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ecnczic stagnaticn there and moved by the actions of Sards and

the others. To these young Catholics, schooled in the sacrifices

of 1789, 1916 and the like, the meaning of Saris' death was

unistakable. He was dying for Ireland and his death confirmed

the republican claim that Britain caused Irish suffering.b 8

Eabolened by this resurgence of support, the "Young Turks" began

full scale efforts to develop Snim Fein into an active political

wing of the movement.

later t. year, Adams felt ready to camit the iovement to

politicaL activity. In Noverber 1981, at the anrrai Snim Fein A

n , Danny Morrison proposed a retorical gestin:

Is there anycne here who objects to taking power in
Ireland with the ballot paper in one hand and an
Armalite in the other?69

This question was so posed to reassure old IRA hard-liners that

political activism wuld not coct military action, but that the

two would work togethsr in separate but interelated functions.

The overwheluing support that is motion received, plus the

remval of "Eire Nua" from IRA strategy for a more socialist

approach, marked the f.nrmal aooeptanoe of the dams-led

Northers to full cntrol of the republican naine. 70 Sinm

Fein prtneeded to work on establishng grass roots suport in

Ulster while the IRA cmtinxd military efforts there. The

poiiUca1 results were encouraging. n the 1982 Assembly

elections, the party polled 10.1 per cent of the Ulster vote.

This was followed by an increase to 13 per cent at both the 1983

Westminlster and the 1984 Diropean Parliament electins. 71 SiM
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Fein was beginning to evelcp its politica base.

By 1985 Adams, uho was elected president of Sinn Fein in

Nove ber 1983 and also won a Westinster seat for West Belfast

that same year, felt that it was necessary to breach the last

major obstacle to political activity: participation in the

Republic. In the wake of the Hunger Strike success, the National

H-Block/Armagh Committee had run nine republican prisoners for

Dail seats in the 1981 general election in the Republic.

Surprisingly, two candidates won but ware prevented from taking

their seats due to their incarceration and the mvement's current

policy of abstention. Playing on this past success, Adams

stressed that it was vital to win over the South if the movement

was ever to unite the country in a socialist republic. Still

resisted by the traditioalists who accused Adams of abanng

principles that gave the cause legitimacy, Adams was nratheless

able to win enough suport to scrap abstention in the Republic at

the 1986 ard rhei. 7 2 The Provos had thus gone full circle,

splitting with the OIRA over abstention in 1970 and sixteen years

later finally accepting the necessity of political activity to

omplement the military effort. Thcugh some hard-liners broke

ranks over this develcprent, the Army Concil accepted Adam'

strategy and integrated it into its military planning. The

resultz of this nave have vet to bear fruit. Al ti ri Skm Fe4 r

has not been declared illegal in the Republic as the IRA has, the

party is still prohibited from using the national media to promote

its political views under Article 31 of the Offenses Against the
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State Act. Also marginalized by Fianna Fail, uhid many in the

Republic have cow to accept as the legitimate voice for

republican aspirations, Sinn Fein has been unable to garner more

than two per cent of the vote and has nct yet won a Dail seat. 73

The continued military effort mist share the blame for this as the

ccrtinmed violence in Ulster, albeit at a much reduced scale than

in the turbulent '70s, does alienate many Irishmen who approve of

the movement's ends but cannot wuuntenane its means. Adams and

his supporters remain undaunted. Continuing to promate its social

and political vision, yet unafraid to undertake opportune

military action against the British oppressor, the IRA's

unshakeable faith in the righteusness of its cause and the

legitimacy bestmwed upon it by the sacrifices of past heroes makes

its future presence on both sides of the border a virtual

certainty as long as its goal of a united Ireland remains

unfulfilled.

E. Fianna Fail Searches for Inner Stability: Internal Dissens__,
opposition and Renewed cmmitm~t.

We will stand up for our nationalist ideals that
until recently we believed were shared by all
parties. We are not going to abandon the basic
reason for our fourdation as a political movement.

-Charles Haughey, 1985

The return of Fianna Fail to power in 1977 brought new hopes to

the party faithful that a more traditional approach toward Ulster

would now be pursued by the Lycrh administration. Even the IRA

took Lyrn±#s election victory like a course of vitamin shots,
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hopeful that his return wuld lead to the remwal of much of the

harsh Cosgrave legislation that had severely aurtailed its

freed of movment in the South. Thugh Lynch was more

prx aied with attacking the Republic's eom, ic woes, it

initially appeared that he had shifted his aproach toward the IRA

and Ulster. He quickly dumped Cosgrave's Criminal Jurisdiction

Act, which allowed for oertain terrorists in the South to be tried

for offenses committed in Ulster, and remained firm on his

gaeriment's refusal to extradite suspected terrorists to

Ulster. 74 But Lynch's e=cmic policies included closer

cxperation with the inportant British markets and led him to

extend more cordial ties towards the British gvem ent. By 1979,

the polarization born of the Arms Crisis began to remerge as

Lynch agmared to have again abaned the party's traditional

aims. In Agust 1979, the IPA assassination of Ird Mmtbatten

in oaxty Sligo shocked mtt Irishmen and pushed Lynch to initiate

security arrangemnts with the British. The pro-republican

faction was aghast at this move. In September, Sile de Valera,

the late Taoiseach's daughter, publically expressed what many

Fianna Fail members felt:

If our political leaders are not seen to be
furthering our republican aspirations through
ccrotitutinal means, the idealistic young members
of our comamity will beccme disillusioned...and
turn to violenoe to achieve their aiimc_.. T I nv* i+-er
cur party, and particularly cur leader, to
demonstrate his republicanism and bring these
beliefs to fruition in cur people. 75

Iync's standing continued to fall. In early November Fianna Fail

lost two by-elections in Lynch's own constituency of Oork and in
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North East Cork. Haugey, his main rt&3onist within the party,

began to intrigue Omrtly to replace him. 7hen in late Dember

Lynch Publicaly acoWleled that part of a forthcoing pact with

Britain might include a security system whereby ther wuld be

'overflights' into the Republic's territory by British aircraft

pursuing IRA fighters. 76 Mlis was the last straw. Public and

party comnation were immediate and overwhelming. Lynch, aware

that the party had turned against him and that the public was no

lonqer certain of his intentions, resigned as Taoisach on 5

December 1979. In a hotly contested debate between a still

polarized party for his m esor, 0c x Marlcs HauWhey was cifirmed

as the new Taoiseach on December 11th. 7 7 nje pro-republican voice

had reemerged within the party.

Haughey, a wealthy lawyer from county Mayo, had deep roots in

Fianna Fail, roots well watered by his marriage to Sean. Imass'

daughter. Yet in his own right, Haughey also possessed a though

work ethic and coriderable political savvy that allowed him to

build solid grass roots support with the populace as well as among

Fianna Fail backDer~.er. Haughey now under irmdiate

c~x.c-itiOn attacks over his republican stance as he inherited a

crumbling e==Y and nascent overturms towards a more cooperative

relaticnship with Britain. Conscious that elections were two

years away, Haughey refrained frcm taking any decisive action

about the ecny. Instead he cnentrated on the Ulster crisis

and Anglo-Irish relations. Here Haughey, like his two

predecessors, initially evoked the standard Fianna Fail rhetoric
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about Ulster and the rqiblican =vement. Just after his election

as Taoiseadh he said, "I condemn the Provisional IRA and all their

activities." 7 8 A month later he called Northern Ireland -a failed

political entity" and noted that the best plan towards

accx--mdation would begin with "a declaration by the British

Government of their interest in mcuraging the unity of Ireland,

by agreement an in peace."79 Haughey then scxht to meet with

newly elected British Prim Minister Margaret Thatcher and explore

ways to promote this approach. Though Haughey publically

displayed a great deal of cptimism after his two meetins with

Thatcher in 1980, in reality very little was acocuplished. This

was - -tially due to the tense atmosphere created by the IRA

hunger strikers as well as Thatcher's inflexible ommitment to

hcnor the Unicists' demand to remain part of the United Kingdom.

Haughey's reluctare to play an active role in the hunger

strikes also distressed rpublicas. Many thought his strng pro-

republican past would compel him to publically support the hunger

strikers' demands. Yet Haughey knew that he had little power to

affect the situation or influence Thatcher, though he privately

said he wanted to help. His silence swayed a good deal of

syrpathy to the IRA and hurt the party as the 1981 elections

approached.

More harmful to the government, however, was the split within

Fianna Fail. Many within the party ocnsidered Haughey a political

oortunist who broke bords of party loyalty to subvert Lynch's

leadership. This division, coupled with Haughey's neglect of the
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economy, the issue still preduminant with mst vrters, led to the

party's dismal fall from power. he party gained only 45.3 per

cent of the vote in the September election, its l1s-t since 1961,

and was again replaced by a Fine Gael-Labour oalition led by

Garret Fitzgerald. 8 0 Txuh ecmic discrepancies within the

coalition brought that goverMnt clown in Pbruary 1982 and

Haughey again became Taoiseach, internal divisions remained and

Fitzgerald was able to form a stable majority coalition and force

Haughey frcm office in November of that year.

Thus Haughey's neglect of the ecmy and the internal crisis

within Fiama Fail knocked the party from poer. Though discord

reained concerning the proper approach to the national aim, the

main division reflected the internal struggle for power and an

antipathy to Haughey's leadership. 1  For the first time since it

was founded, the party was not firmly ommitted to its leader.

The depth of this struggle is evidenced by the fact that between

February 1982 and February 1983, three attempts were made by party

dissidents to rmove Haughey as party leader. All three party 'no

confidence' motions were defeated by nao margins, largely due

to Hauhey's cultivation of backbench support. Relocated to the

osition, Haughey's first priority was to solidify his ontrol

of the party.

Haughey saw that the key to stabilizing Fianna Fail wuld lie

in the grass roots support that had previously served him so well.

To maintain this muort, he began by reccmdtting himself and the

party to the 'green card.' Realizing the eqrtasis his
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predecessors had placed on the econmy had now become a liability

during the acrent recession, Haughey deepened 'he party's

o=miitment to traditional politics. Proclaiming a ew emphasis an

anti-partitici and the need for Irish territorial integrity,

Haughey assidialsly cultivated the grass roots of the party,

exploiting the republican tinge in the party's western bastions. 82

By 1985, his grip on Fianna Fail was undisputed. He had clearly

articulated a new ideological furKUmalisn in Fianna Fail, in

defiance of the liberal trends of the 1960s and 1970s.83

In the meantime his republican Y; rituent served the party

well in vos ition. Fitzgerald, who Promoted the sme

a nndationist approach tward Ulster as his rrdcessr

Co-grave, undertook several ventures to end the Ulster crisis.

The first, called the New Ireland Fonu, took place in 1983. This

conference bzxught together the major nationalist political

players in the Republic and Ulster to develop possible solutics

for the province. Their three final reIxmm"f ations included a

unitary state, a federal framework and joint Anglo-Irish

authority. an top of this Fitzgerald also prqxkaed a reorking of

the Republic's constitution to exre the needs of all traditions

were fully j. . 84 Haughey rejected this aspect but agreed to

endorse the Fbrum provided that the unitary state was affirmed as

the preferred solution. Reiterating that Northern Ireland was a

political anachrcniim, Haughey contended that only a unitary state

would be acceptable because none of the other models outlined

would bring xace and stability to the North. 85 It was also a
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reaffirmation of the traditional Fiarm Fail policy and maintained

octintiuity with the legacy of de Valera. Aware that withxut

Fianna ruil support the Forum wold be useless, Fitzgerald

reltantly agreed to Haughey's request.

Ecuraged by the high level of public aproval the Form

received, Fitzgerald decided to push further. In late 1983, he

initiated talks with Margaret 7hatcher to promote Anglo-Irish

cooperation in solving the Ulster dilemma. An int ergovenental

courncil was formed to study possible solutions, meeting thirty

times over the next two years. The culmination of these efforts

came on 15 November 1985 with the signing of the Anglo-Irish

Agrement at Hillsboraugh C-zte in Conty Down, Northern Ireland.

kasically the Agreement formally acknowledged that the problem of

seairing reconciliatin in Northern Ireland was a joint aie and

gave the Republic a cosultative role with Britain rearding

policy in the North. e Agreement also established a joint

secretariat to oocnene regularly to consider political, legal and

security matters, to inclde cross-border police coperaticn. 8 6

Fitzgerald felt the Agreemnt was the best possible proposal to

diffuse North-South tensions and was firm in his commitment to

include the Northern zujority in ay disossion of unity.

Again reactri was positive in the Republic. A poll

ocrducted by "The Irish Tims" s-hred_ tint 50.e cent of the

South's populace approved of the Aords, even though many were

skeptical of its potential for suooss. 87 In the Dail, the

Agrement was ratified by a vote of 88 to 75, a big victory for
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Fitzgerald. Predictably, the main cositicn nm e from Haughey

and Fianna Fail. MvI- party had always portrayed Fine Gael's

caciliaticn toward Britain as supine behavior to British

interests and a betrayal of republican principle. 88 Haughey was

also direct in his criticism. He inmdiately dismissed the

Agreement's main theme cocerning the South's right to be

consulted on matters relating to the intenal affairs of Northern

Ireland. This was insignificant, be contended, for the Irish

government had always had a right to make its views known. He

continued to denounce the contitutioal irplicaticrs of the

Agreement, claiming that Article 1, which confirmed that Northern

Ireland was a part of the United Kiugdctn, was in total conflict

with the Republic's constitution and in particular Article 2. For

the first time ever, he emphasized, the legitimacy of partition,

whdch is contrary to unification, has been recognized by an Irish

goveruent in an international agree mnt. 8 9 He finished by

warning that the Agreeent wwld fail to refcrm Ulster or lead to

a thirty-two omty state.

In the meantime, I-elands eanmy countinued to worsen. With

a budget deficit of 8.5 per cent of the GNP in early 1986, costly

foreign borrowing, uneployment near 20 per cent and migraticn

rising, Fitzgerald's coalition began to unravel. 7h- Taoiseach

p. posed tax axd public expenditure cuts to reduce the balance of

payments, while labour wanted higher social benefits and no tax

cuts. 90 Additionally, the Progressive Icrats began to draw

away Fine Gael support with its new party appeal. By the end of
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the year the coalition collapsed and new elections were called for

February 1987.

Hauhey, aware that public mport geerally favored the

Hillsborough Agreement, ran a lo key campaign. Wile not

reversing his earlier stand on Fianna Fail's commitment to her

traditional princ-iples, Haughey believed that the imortance of

the country's earomic woes had again relegated the Ulster

problem to a position of secondary importanc. Displaying a

pulist streak tempered with pragmatis, Haughey suck to

ecx ic issues, and though he fared poorly on a live television

debate with Fitzgerald toward the end of te cxpaign, be entered

the election confident of victory.

His cnfidence was rewarded, but just barely. Fianna Fail

won a plurality of the vote, but dropped one per cent from its

1982 totals and failed to get an overall majority. 9 1 With no

majority single party government possible, Haughey quickly secured

the vote of the Dail Ceann Comhairle (presiding officer) to break

a Dail deadlocked at 82-82. He be Taoisea±h of a single party

minority government on 10 Mardh 1987.92 With an oprtunism that

has m to mark his political style and symbolize his reign as

party leader, Haughey had led Fianna Fail back to power in the

Republic.

Since 1969 both the IRA and Fianna Fail have been forced to deal

with major ideological and organizational problems that have
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hindered them in the pursuit of their republican goals. The IRA

miured a major break when radical thinkers in the organization

tried to draw the mvment away from its irea-rarigent past and

towards a better cx-notualizatio. of present realities. Aid

while the traditionalists balked at this heresy, within a decade

and a half they came to ackrowledge a portion of its necessity.

The emergenoe of Gerry a brought a A sticaticn to Sinn

Fein; his political leadership has shaped the movment into a

revolutionary guerilla organization that now more closely balanus

the political effort with the armed struggle. But the gun still

cotrols the party and the IRA remains prInarily a military

organization. Committed to continue the armed strgle against

Britain, the IRA's resolute presence is unlikely to fade from

either side of the border.

Meanwhile, Fianna Fail has followed a more pragmatic course.

when the party's rhetoric threatened to undermine the stability of

the goverrment, it was forced to ac krwledge that it was no loner

a 'slightly consitutional party' and rejected the militant strain

that existed in the organization. Fianna Fail accepted the

reality of the twenty-six couty state and its evolution as the

most capable party to lead that state. Th gh it ontxitnues to

play the 'green card,' it has tempered its zeal with an

a t of the preeminent social ari e07Mio realiti e 4%4

are mxh more inportant to the public than any lcn-held

frustrations over Ulster. Secure in its ontrol of the twenty-six

inties, the party is sure, as de Valera was, that 'time will
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settle the other thig.'
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Charter 5: Reflections. Interortign and Future Prospe t

A. The IRA: Omnitted to the 'I Haul'.

If Wolfe Tone wre alive today... he would stand
with us... reviled as an upstart, a subversive and
the 1798 equivalent of a gunman.

-Gerry Adams, 1983

Despite the introduction of political activity encouraged by Gerry

Adams, the brunt of IRA policy remalns the armed struggle against

Britain. Unootpraising in its termination to maintain this

sacred traditin, the IRA has adopted a 'long haul' approach to

the Ulster crisis. Sinply put, the 'Icrr Haul' strategy

acknwledges that it may take years to drive the British from

lster and oonfinms that the mvement is prepared to wage war

indefinitely to promote this eventual end. Me IRA admit that

they are fighting for an objective to be achieved generatians away

but add that since they have received a torch kept alive by

earlier generations, their generation must keep it alight and pass

it on. They are sustained by the pride of being the cbsosen

elite. 1 Tds elitism has helped to transform the IRA into perhaps

the most sopisticated and experiencd guerilla organization in

Western Europe. Dcwn from a peak of 1, 000 volunteers during the

1970s, the Army now mmbers arcmd 200 fighters, organized in

small, local cells that have improved cohesion and strengthened

security. 2 A British Army intelligence report in late 1978

grudgingly acaowledged this developing trend within the ivnement:

.there is a stratum of intelligent, astute and
experienoed terrorists who provide the backbcne of
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the organization.. .cur evidence of the caliber of
the rank-and-file terrorist does rt suport the
view that they are merely mindless hooligans drawn
from the unemployed and the unemployable. 3

Yet this elitism has also contributed to the IRA's inability to

effectively integrate the political with the military. 7he

historic traditions that mandate the use of physical force have

limited the IRA's vision and have even fostered an arrogance that

underpins the movement's self-righteous belief in its

infallibility. Mye depth of this arrogance can be summed up in

statent made in 1924 by Mary lkSwney, a 'sea-green

incorruptible' republican:

All the citizens of Ireland today are legal
citizens of the Republic; some are loyal, some
disloyal, but all owe the same allegiance even if
they all do not now pay it. 4

With suc a narrow focus it is not surprising that the Unionists

of Ulster unequivocally reject the IRA and assert that no solution

to the crisis can be achieved while it exists. But this single-

minded uomritment to violence has also distuted many Ulster

Catholics and Southern Irish. IRA military actions have often

been bungled or poorly executed, resulting in rerbatant

c aes and contributing to a growing resennt amngr all

Irishmen, North and South. This "Paddy Factor," as it is

derisively called by the British Army, led to the disaster at

Enniskillen, Northern Ireland, in November 1987, where an IRA bomb

intended for British Army units exploded prematurely, killing

eleven ordinary Protestants and injuring nearly seventy gatered

for a Rembrance Sunday service. 5 7his fiasco led to renewed
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security cooperation betwm th Republic and Britain and did

little to enhance Snim Fein's political initiatives on both sides

of the border. Even tbcih the IRA has publically apologized for

any civilian deaths it has caused and has even disciplined

averzealous units, the damage done by these actio only Increases

the public's frustration with the ixammet's intxrlsigent use of

force.

Still the IRA doggedly refuses to co:sider laying down its

arms. Te ocamitmnt to violence not only maintains continity

with the past but also gives the IRA its rais d'tre. As many

Provos understand, if they abarxc militariun, if they mase to

regard the eradication of the border as the imieIiate and vital

aim, they might as well consign the movement to oblivion and

cmtinue as just another left-vinq political party. 6 M= they

have c-velced a tenacicus ethos which has allwed the mvement to

vindicate its actions. This ethos counts even the wve'errtfs most

igm ounicus failures as ovoesses if they reaffirm the idea of an

indiependent and united Ireland. Additionally, the glorification

of sacrifice and the cult of martyrs are rpublicanism's way of

dealing with its wwane, turning despai into irspiratin.7

With such methods of rationalization, the IRA wil not be

distracted frami its pursuit of a united Irish state.

Iri av ___ - - .AP-.. s ".&U SA.Z,

uxcrcangising stance. After the initial mrses achieved in

Ulster in 1982 and 1983, the party's standing has tapered off.

Maugh strang local representation has been built tkrch i the
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province and Sinn Fein draws around forty per oet of the Catholic

vote there, it has not been able to decisively displace the

reformist Social Deocratic and Labour Party as the primary

naticialist voice for the Ulster Catholics. In the Republic the

party 1as had to face more formidable ocstacles. With limited

party mactnery, still banned frcm the radio and television under

Article 31 of the Offenses Against the State Act and marginalized

by the republican pretensics of Fianna Fail, Sinn Fein has not

been able to build the grass roots support so strcrqly desired by

Adams. Also, a central hindrance to the develcpzent of S.im Fein

as a political force is its identification in the eyes of the

voters as a party more corcerned with the North and the cbjective

of a united Ireland than with day to day political issues. 7hus,

there is considerable difficulty in transforming support for

naticralist objectives into electoral success. 8 rhe party's

dismal showing of 1.9 per cent of the poll in 1987 general

election and a further drop to 1.2 per cent of the vote in the

1989 election shows that the 'ballot box' is not working in the

South. 9

Mat then is the prospectus for the r-xiblican movement in

the days ahead? In Ulster the IPA's influence is likely to remain

considerable. 7e single most important reason for this stems

frcm its role as the only organizatin pysic 1y mmitte to

defending the Ulster Catholics. And although the most blatant

dizriminaticns of the late 1960s have been erased, the Catholic

minority still faces social, eorxmic and political bias at the
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hands of the Unionist majority. So a large part of the IRA's

survival in the North cos from the Vict that ontemporary events

still evoke vivid and bitter memories with many Catholics that

i;ainforces the injustices of their existence and leads them to

welome the protection of the republicans.

In the Republic, the IRA's role is more difficult to

decipher. Publically the IRA cxcnlem the entire political system

in the South, labelling it an ileitimate strctre that usurped

power through collusion with Britain. Its conteapt for Irish

political parties is even more pronounced. Gerry Adams has c iled

the Dail "the preserve, by and large, of unprincipled careerists

jockeying for ministerial Mercedes and using the taxpayers money

to send Christmas cards to oostituents."1 0 Even Fianna Mail 1Aas

not been spared from these virulent attacks. Mans cmUned

Fianna Fail for "unprece d collaboration with the British

regime" in its adherence to the Anglo-Irish Treaty and claims that

the Treaty was designed "not in the interests of the Irish people,

but to secure and protect the interests of British in[.eialism in

Ireland." He has also accused Charles Hauhey of "engaging in

the politics of illusion and showirg more concern for imagery than

with substanoe.11 Yet covertly there is still an undercurrent of

mutual toleration that exists between the IRA and Fianna Fail, one

that is so deeply rooted in their -- pst. tin i c- b

cupletely severed by any cmxent antagdisms. Adams himself once

c 1mented that Sinn Fein "draws from the same pot as Fianna

Fail,"12 and a Fianna Fail deputy aserved to Martin McGuinness
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that the relationship between the two is that of 'secoxz

cmsins.' 13 This stems in part from the fact that desite its

suppression of the mvement, many Fiarma Fail party mbers

continue to hold the IRA in an uneasy but high regard. lhe IRA's

ideals, its intransigence and its bravery clearly puts it in line

with the c=mtry's patriot dead, even if it might sometimes be

incqportune to allow the heirs of the patriot dead to remain at

large. 14 A good. deal of this attitude is xwxxd up in the fact

that although the violence of the IRA is deplored, the reliance on

the gun was instrumental in the aChieveMnt of ia Ipe-z*- for

the twtyix county state. The inhrent ira in this pradoc

contributes to the tacit accetane of IRA activity against the

British. This toleration is also mirrored by the pcpulaae in the

Republic. J. Bowyer Bell sums up this attitude:

Political crime truly exists in Ireland and the
RA, whether engaged in train robbery or rando

bombing, can cmtine to feed on a ocnsiderable
pool not so nixh of sympathy but rather of
toleration.. .this by no means indicates that all
Irish support the IRA or that the Irish ocean is
friendly to the IRA fish, only that the habits of
the past coupled with the situation in the North
creates an anbivalence. he public tolerates the
presence of the IRA.15

Additionally, the Southern public makes a distinction between

action taken against the IRA in the Republic to maintain order and

that taken by the British against the movement in Ulster. lhe

former is seen as necessary for the stability of the state, the

latter simply as more British oppression.

So notwithstanding the public's frustration with republican

violenoe, the IRA will not go away. Though Gerry Adams has tried
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to bring an acptanc of reality to the roint a d has

indicated his belief that IRA 'Iascle' alone will not bring about

the thirty-two ounty state that the mv'ent desires, the IRA

remains umrwavering in its detendnation to wage war against

Britain. 1 6 MAile this stance only serves to lessen the prospects

for peace on the island, there is little dianoe that the IRA will

dramatically dhange its orientation. lhe strength of its

republican legacy is sinply too strong. In short, as long as

Ireland is divided and as long as Egrland retains control over an,

portion of the country, armed republicanism will be an

i dcable tradition and the IRA, or so manifestaticn very

nuh like it, will respond violently and unceasingly.

B. Fianna Fail: Under the Prodicwus Shadow of de Valera.

Our constitution enshrines in Article 2 and 3 the
clear assertion of the belief that this island
should be one political unit-a belief stretching
far back into history and asserted and reasserted
time and again by the vast majority of our people,
North and South.

-Charles Haughey, 1981

Fianna Faill's return to power in 1987 was not one that expressed

overwheming onfidence in Haughey's minority governmnt. lhe

public had simply grown tired of Fitzgerald's coalition and its

bungled efforts to inprove the country's economc malaise. 17

Hauiiey proceeded to introduce an austere economic policy to

salvage the ailing econrmy and rigorously adhered to it. The

results were promising ard by late 1988 the exdequer's borrowing

requirement was down to urder six per cent of the GP and GNP
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growth itself reached almost two per cent. 18 Mhen public opinion

polls in the Spring of 1989 showed Fianna Fail mipport at fifty-

two per cent, Haughey gambled and dissolved the Iail in May. He

called for new electio in June, hoing the goverment's

resurgent popularity in the polls would tranlate into an

electral gain and return Fianna Fail to power with a solid

majority. Unfortunately, Haughey miscalculated the strength of

the public saort. In a cmiaign that was rot run with the usual

Fianna Fail efficiency, the elections result ware disoraging.

Mile the party won 44.1 per =t of the vote, the same percentage

as in 1987, they only took seventy-seven Dail seats, a loss of

four. 19 Faced with another impasse in the Dail, Haughey's only

option eventually became a joint ardnnistratim with the

Progressive Democrats, who fared poorly during the election but

were ideologically the most compatible with Fianna Fail. For the

first time in the party's history, Fianna Fail was forced to enter

into a coalition gvernmnt to maintain power. To many

traditionalists this was almost as heretical as abarxkin the

party's national aim. Ibublinsg of discontent cirolated amncrst

Fianna Fail maiers but Haughey really had no other feasible

opticn and on 12 July 1989 was elected Teoiseach of a Fianna Fail-

Progressive Dmicrats coalition.

This latest action by Haughey undlerscores the practical

nature of the Fia Fail party. Despite the ur~pcmmingiM

rhetoric behind the party's policy aims, especially in regard to

the North, Fianna Fail over the years has displayed a pragmtis
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uhich has significantly oxtribited to its evolution into the

party of govenment in the nqxblic. Every Fimna Fail

governrent, dtpite a long tradition of rounification rhetoric,

has shon itself in practice to be more cotnxar with the

internal stability of the Republic than with the return of Ulster

to the nation. Though de Valera freqently derxmo partition,

his actions as Taoiseach solidified riarma Fail's prcminesm in a

twenty-six county state. Le s abankned de Valera's

protecticnism in his efforts to stimulate the Irish eonmy and

Ly'nchs caution during the reneed 'Troubles' could be captured in

a phrase attribued to him: "we must at all costs retain amt we

have achieved down here. @20 To h critics like dissident Fianna

Fail member Kevin Boland have condesred Fianna Fail as "a onoP

proud, idealistic and disciplined party that has degenerated into

a miserable, unprincipled and leaderless rabble dem~utrating its

own d~onic instability with every political wind that blows," 21

the party's actions demonstrate its adaptability and

perceptiveness in melding traditional party aims with con ya

realities.

Yet the shadow of de Valera still looms heavily over the

party. His role as Fianna Fail founder and shaper of the modern

Irish state gave him near deified status within the party. His

seven original party goals have been Wrhfxmed, his 1937

constituticn remains an unalterable feature of Fianna Fail

ideology, and his vision of a unitary Irish state continues to be

the basic, nmegotiable tenet of Fianna Fail's staz toards the
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North. Though Temas, Lyh and even Haughey hae deviated in

some respects from the de Valera 'Bible,' none ever considered

altering the orthodoxy of the ottution and the unitary state

solution. And this aproach has cotinued to draw substantial

suoort in the Republic. Though the urgency and strerxth of the

cmitment has waveid over the years, a great number of Southern

voters take great solace in the cosntituticn's claim on the North

and feel that a thirty-two county state is the proper solution to

the coIflict. 2 2

Strangely enough, there is a considerable amcmt of irony in

the legacy of Eamon de Valera. His striking sucess in achieving

Irish sovereignty in the South while promoting an end to partition

in the North actually made the latter goal that =uxh =re

unreadhable. His attenpt at constructive politics on his side of

the Boyne, while securing political stability in the South, also

stabilizir the border. 2 3  he confessional and basis

of his onstitutin clearly expressed a heretofore unstated Irish

identity and proclaimed an Irish sovereignty that had been

withheld so lcr under British colonial rule. And though de

Valera's claim that nationality rather than politics was what

mattered in Ireland suggests the key to his acess, his policy of

playing the 'green card' arguably ensured the dnamiknce of Fianna

Fail in Southern politics but also ensured that the 'orange card'

would be all the more effective in the North. 24 The conflict

pruduced by his legacy continues to plague the party as it

attapts to find a workable solution t6s the Ulster problem.
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Fianna Fail's attitude towards the IRA n~erscxre this

dileuna. As the costitutioral ezbodiment of republicanism,

Fianna Fail's bards with the IRA are deeply intertwined. Yet as

has been seen in preceding chapters, Fianna Fail did not hesitate

from taking action to suress the m ent , iRA violence

threatened the stability of the state. But this action usually

st1. short of outright rejection of the IRA and in esserne only

rqliated its methods, not its aims or ideology. J. Bowyer Bell

scinctly highlights tv'. contradicticns with whid FiRnna Fail

mist con'end:

Dublin has sought to stress the real over the
ideal. he prime effort has been to strike at the
pretensins of the IRA while stressing the
legitimacy of the democratic institutions of the
state .... Me governmmnt's problem is that many do
not see a oontradiction An vzuorftix dacratic
institutions and tolerating the IRA. While the
legitimacy of existing institutions is
unquesicned, the presen e of the IRA isaced. 25

So Fianna Fail, aoepting this public arbivalenoe and trying to

mix tradition with reality, has resorted to the carrot and stick

to control the IRA. Wen their activities beocme too unsettling

they are severely dealt with, yet during periods of quiet the

government tends to look the other way. This attitude can also be

seen in regard to the North. Fianna Fail administrations have

used repressive measures to control IRA action at hame while at

th t/e %-I-= ccu'ztnacing claim that the IAs crimes in Ulster

were political when it comes to the question of IRA men being

extradited for offenses cnmitted in the North. 26 The sui.essive

Fianna Fail governments' rejection of extradition has been so
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strong that only after the internatioal outcry whih follmed the

bloodbath at Enniskillen in 1987 was Charles Haughvy forced to

iMpleent that measure. Even then he inserted Juxicial safeguards

that could hinder the process.

Althogh Fianna Fail has ensured the stability of the twenty-

six ounty state, its reluctanoe to broaden its mpressian of the

men of violence has brought the party no closer to realizing de

Valera's Soal of a united Ireland. The lzry of this is not lost

on many c- itics who believe that the inflexible traditions of

Fianna Thil and the IRA actually ensure the permnenc of

partition.

Miat then does the future hold for the party? Like the IRA,

Fianna Fail is crnstrained by a hallowed legacy that underpins its

very existe-ce. It is unlikely that de Valera's goal of a unitary

Irish state will be abardmed by the party faithful, despite the

practical trends in recent administratins. his practicality

has, however, given the party much flexibility in dealing with

cantuiprary political, economic and social realities. For

example, thouh Carles Haughey has n real enthusiasm for the

Hillsborough Accords and still crisiders Ulster a 'failed

political entity,' he has refrained from rescirKing the

legislation in order to avoid damaging Anglo-Irish relations.

Akiitioaly, the preeminence of social and ecoxmic concerns in

the Republic has allowed the party to !xixa-ntrate on these matters

and avoid any possible cxmprcmises over the party's traditional

aims in regard to Ulster. In fact, the issue of partiticn has
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becme very peripheral to muny in the Republic and only the IRA's

sporadic outbursts serve to remind them that the problem still

exists. With this practical strategy Fianna Fail has been able to

run a course that keeps faith with de Valera but allows the party

to also repxld to the needs of the populacie. And though Fianna

Fail's electoral standiM has slipped slightly over the past

decade, due more to internal party division and strategy

miscalculations than any new trends in "rish politics, the party

still draws support from over forty per cent of the country.

ie1refore with this strong position relatively secure in such a

small and socially h genms country, Fianna Fail will mre than

likely continue to promote the vision of de Valera, onscious of

the fact that without its corsiderable influence and input, no

solution to the Ulster crisis can be adieved.

C. What About a United Ireland?

It is perhaps the deepest political passion within
this country that the North and South be united
into one nation.

-W. B. Yeats, 1925

7he rhetoric surrourding the wish for a united Ireland has been

bstantial and unreasirx sinc the introduction of partitin in

1921, igh Fianna Fail and the IRA have naturally assud the

leadership in the struggle to unite the island, a good number of

Irisbmen with no ac tins to the republican movement also

genuinely hope one day to see their nation as one. But with all

the talk about a thirty-two county state, few have closely
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examined the real 3xplicatians that the North's return would have

an the epublic.

Irish economist Anthony oughlan has presented an c'otimistic

assessent of the ending of partition. Claiming that the division

of Ulster deprived the new Irish utate of are-third of its

potential populaticn and half the oumtry's taxable capacity,

Cmx blan believes that the unification of the islard will

emically benefit both North and South. 2 7 In Uhis regard, he

is in a minority. Many experts assert that the ecrcnmic, social

and political costs to unification would dramtically alter the

face of a new Ireland and create insurmmtable obstacles that

could threaten the very furtioning of the state. With high

unployment, inflation and declining industry the North's eomry

is far from healthy. A detailed estimate of the ecanic costs of

Irish unity to the Irish Republic, prepared for the New Ireland

Forum, made it clear that the fact that the Northern Irish socio-

eoomic system is heavily dependent cn British subvention means

that the only form of Irish unification wich would not place

unsutainable burdens on the Rsxblic's econoaTy would be one

entailing a contimtion of heavy British financial involvnt in

Ireland through massive subventicn of whatever new all-Ireland

dispensation were to emexge. 28

A particularly heavy portim of these ccsts d C=..

social welfare and health services. With higher state funding of

social welfare expenditures in the North and a health system

organized virtually on a state finanoed basis, in contrast to the
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mixed state and private resources system in the Reublic, the

integration of these benefits would place a heavy drain an

gverment sjr~ix. 2 9 An estimate done in the mid-1970s

sthat for the Republic to provide social services such as

welfare, health care and education to everyoe on the island, the

averaq- family in the Republic -*ld be forced to pay at least an

additional 30 per cent in taxes.30 T this statment is

somewhat dated, it gives a rugh idea of how difficult it will be

to bring Ulster into the South. Additionally, the cost to the

Irish government still adhering to Haujhey's austerity policies,

wold be devastating.

The question of NATO would also pose a delicate pitblem.

Notwithstanding the strategic ivplicaticns of Ulster to NAO, the

North ctributes significantly to the British defense industry

with state subsidized ship-kuilding and aircraft -Pufatrig

Neutrality has been a key tenet of Irish sovereignty and the

majority of Irish public cpinion ooses joining the Alliance.

With the Republic spending only 1.6 per cent of its GNP on

defense, the decrease in demand in the North would anly exacerbate

the unemployment there. The entire question of unmialoyment and

the need to promote new jobs would weigh heavily on the Irish

govenment.

Socially there are other conoer. In the 1980s Ireland has

been m=h preoccupied with matters of sexual morality, in

particular abortion, contraception and divorce. The markedly

different Protestant view on these issues would create major
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social conflicts in a united state. Also, the Ulster Protestants

will reqaire the assurance that their nrn-possession of Irish

languag qualifications and their upbringing oatside the Catholic

educaticnal network will not disadvantage them in any way. 31 M

Protestant identity would make its mark in the political arena

too. Althouh unificat cn would theoretically em the bases

for sectarian party politics, it is unlikely that the Unionists

wuld politically demobilize. M1te potential impact of a twenty

per cent block of representatives from Protestant Ulster on the

Deil could have an imeiately destabilizing effort on Irish

politics. 32 In short, the social, cultural and political

homogeneity of de Valera's Republic would be lost with the

integration of the Ulster state.

To the IRA these costs are nort of 7hequeKe. he

republican movement visualizes a complete restmu±urin of the

Irish state once unification is achieved. Adams' goal of a

decentralized socialist state remains the ultimate objective of

the IRA. M-ds approach has alarmed many in the iepablic,

including Fianna Fail, who see the IRA prcmatiM Marxism,

subverion and anarchy in the Republic. Yet Adams denies these

charges, stating only that the union of Ulster will necessitate

institutional changes to ensure the positive integration of the

Prote-tanw t mrnrit y. Daitai OxiOa~i, a close associate of Aams

in Sim Fein, addressed this issue in 1982:

It is not the policy of the republican movement to
overthro the governmnt of the South. Mat the
republican ovNement seeks is the abolition of both
partitioned states in Ireland. It is inevitable
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that when the North goes cut of existence, Southern

Ireland will also go.33

Fianna Fail is not occvirud by these assertions. It has

shnr ged off the negative aspects of unificaticn and ocntinues to

assert, in accordance with de Valera's onstitutiun, that the

reintegraticn of the national territory can be accomplished under

the present political and social institution of the Irish

Republic. Charles Haughey has been so sure of this that he has

often ignored Unionist input and has stated that together Dublin

and Ixndon can come to an agreement over unification. Mis lack

of concern for the potential needs of an integrated Protestant

minority has only served to stiffen Unicnist resistare to unity.

Yet the unitary state solution has remained an unwavering aspect

of Fianma Fail ideology. It is, in fact, Fianna Fail's reason for

existerne and its continual reaffirmation reinforces the party's

sense of identity and ocmmity. In a country like Ireland where

tradition and patronage are so strong, it is the party's rallying

call, its 'green card' that maintains the wide base of support it

draws across Irish society.

Still many see a Machiavellian twist to Fianna Fail's

rhetoric about unification. With the issue of Irish unity central

to Fianna Fail strategy, its achievement would take away the

party's raisn d'tre. One Fiama Fail party member cardiy

renarked: "If Haughey throw away the green card by agreeln to a

.na, - approach on the North, what else do we have?" 3 4 7hus

Fianna Fail needs, if not Irish unity, at least the issue of Irish

unity. Other critics have been more direct. Kevin Boland claim
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that Fianna Fail balked at the final step which would have

achieved the national objective but hidch might eventually lose

them the political preeminence to w hi they have been

acitcued. 35 To achieve a united Ireland would be to work

themselves out of a very comfortable job. 7his point urMrsres

the potential for radical political ctange that unification could

bring to Ireland. Another Fianna Fail deuty captured this

dilema when he disussed the inpact of the influx of Unionists

into the Dail:

Fianna Fail would never be able to get an overall
majority. it would be the end of a lot of jobs and
Mervedes for the boys. 7he Unionists would
permanently hold the balm= of power. 36

This allegation of perpetuating partition has plagued Fianna Fail.

7he party's recent euplasis on the economic and social aspects of

Irish life has helped deflect m of this criticisU and shows

that the party has been solidifying its grass roots support for

the prospect of 'life after reunion.'

Nevertheless the challenge of unification poses many

potential problems for the Irish state. 2 re is a distinct

possibility that many aspects of Irish life as they are currently

known would be drastically altered. And although a majority of

the electorate in the Republic endorse so sort of united Irish

state, 37 the strer of their Couitment has cooled as the

ecomic, sccial and political realities of uniting the island

make ther aware that the process will probably be slow, cotly,

difficult and uncrtain.
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D. Is 7here a Soluti?

Tet the men of violence take note of this
unambiguous message frcm the nationalist people of
Ireland: the future of the island will be built by
the ballot box and the ballot box alone.

-Garret Fitzgerald, 1983

IHat then is left to be said about the IRA, Fianna Fail and the

hopes for a united Ireland? Irish political scientist Tam Garvin

once roted that "partiticn in Irelarnd is something which resembles

death and taxes, something aw, wants vy u to be without, but

socething which one has little idea how to avoid." 38 History has

proved him right, as after almost seventy years partitin appears

no closer to being erased then it was when Lloyd George oversaw

its catatin in 1921. And UxL.h this work has shown hc the

historic traditions of Fianna Fail and the IRA have hindered their

efforts to find a solution, it is also neoessary to briefly look

at the other major players in this protracted drama and analyze

their otributions towards solvinq this dilemma.

Of course Great Britain has played a central role in the

affair. Even de Valera, as far back as in 1938, admitted that it

would be difficult to develop a workable solution without help

fram Inndon. 39 Garret Fitzgerald seconded this claim in the New

Ireland Forum and called on Britain to respond positively to the

Republic's initiatives. Yet Britain has preferred to view the

crisis as an internal affair and a security issue. 7Me main

problem that the British faoe in regard to a united Ireland is the
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near ipossibility of expelling a million citizens from the United

Klxxbir-specially in response to a cmqaaign of terrorism ard also

iben 800,000 of those citizens uneqivocally wish to rein

British. 40 But Britain has attempted to develcp feasible

alternatives to the Ulster crisis. In addition to their

involvement in Sumingdale and Hillsbaough, the British

goverinent has pursued political initiatives within Ulster as

well. Frustrated by the continued failures of these overtures,

many British politicians have begun to despair and wonder if

anything can be done to ever bring peace to the island. So

Britain has continued to maintain the status quo, albeit with more

direct ontrol from ladon, and steadfastly assures the Unionist

populatin there that they will remain British citizens as long as

the majority so desire. This has been reinforced by the

intransigent assurances that Mrs. ha tder has regularly made to

the Unionists. Thus by ignoring the peaceful protests and

urderpinning Protestant hegMmy Britain elicits the violence it

deplores. 41 nle British try to overlook the Ulster question and

remain there not bemuse they want to but because they cannot

figure out how to leave. By ignoring the issue, many in Britain

siMply hope it will go away.

Mhe Protestants of Ulster have no such illusions and have

played an extremely vigorous role in maintaining, thevir +-n to th%

United Kirxndcm. In many ways the ideology and historic traditions

of these Protestants have been responsible for their rejection of

any ovmeres fran the South. They want to remain British and
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despite their Irish heritage want no, part of the Republic.

Unionist extremists were instrumental in serting the

Swingdale Agreemnt and they have v~heitly da~ oed

Hillsborcugh as a sellout to the Northern Catholics and the South.

They have a history of paramilitary violence that parallels that

of the IRA, and althogh the grus have not gained the sme

notoriety as the republicar, they have been just as murderis and

cortini to promote the same sectarianim of vtic the IRA is

acsed. With the same militanoe and fanaticism as the IRA, these

Unionist extremists are as equally respcazsible for the

proliferation of violence in Ulster and for the failure of any

aempted political solution.

the last major players outside the Repiblic are the Northern

Catholics. Mhcdi Fianna Fail and the IRA ostensibly proclaim to

dchapictn their cause in the quest for unity, many in the North

only seek basic equality. A survey published in Irndon in 1985

showed that 'marked differences' still exist between the Catholic

and Protestants -- mmities in such areas as edcational

back l, enployment, ocxpation and housing. 42 TI many of

these Catholics unity has beme a peripheral issue as they

strnggle to obtain equal treatment, basic hman rights, respect

and, of course, jobs. Over and over again, ordinary Catholics say

that only if human equality were given them. the M mi-,I be --

of business in a couple of years. 43

How then do the inflexible positicns of the IRA and Fianna

Fail fit into the prospects for a solution? hle IRA has adjusted
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its strategy in several ways. Over the past two years IRA

military activity has been primrily carried out in Britain and

against British targets in Western Europe. Though critics say

this is only because of inproved security meases in Ulster,

there is a gereral feeling that the IRA is trying to avoid

violence in Northern Ireland in order to Iprove the potential for

dialogue with the Unionists. Even Gerry Aams, in his 1989

Presidential address to Sinn Fein, wsxW remarkably cociliatory

towards the Ulster Protestants. Admitting that the IRA needed to

look at themselves from the Protestant p~int of view, Aams

stressed that the movement must wrk hard to unerstand the

Unionists and overcoe the "gulf of pain and hate and the years of

separation" that have prevented the realization of the

nonsectarian Irish state promwted in the teachings of Wolfe

Tne.44 Despite these entreaties, the IRA has steadfastly

maintained that it will not waver in its oumtinraticn of the armed

strugle. In its own way it sees th develoments as a

foundation for nonsectarian cooperation once the British are

driven from the island. Yet it seems to overlook the strength of

the bcd between Ulster and Great Britain and its military action

aainst the latter only serves to undermine any nonsectarian

overtures it has made towards the former. In short, the IRA has

beocme a Drisorer of its a. pst . -J -itant cs-s--'- foI -its

activities have created coiditios in wiicth moderate Protestants

remain suspicious and prejudiced against any crtacts with the

South while the militant Protestants grow more entrenched in their
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bigotry and hatred of the Rapublic. 45 Me diminane of the gun

over the party contiines to cripple any serious efforts by the

mmmnt towards recociliation with the North.

Mus the Republic remains the key to any feasible solution.

7he rn el efforts of the Fine Gael-Iabour coalit ons at

Sunningdale in 1973 and Hillsborough in 1985 both promoted

conciliatory, flexible framoorks that offered the most potential

for bringing pcoce to the island. The intransigence of the

Unionist and republican extremists, coupled by a lukewarm reaction

from Fianna Fail and Britain, hwever, domed Sumn ale to a

quick end. Fianna ail's continued reluctance to really pursue

oocperatin through Hillsborough also limits its dances for

survival. And it appears unlikely in the future that Fine Gael,

Labour or the Progressive Demcrats will be able to unseat Fianna

Fail as the largest party in the Republic. Additi~nally, the

opposing eccanic views of Fine Gael and Labour make the

possibility of a future coalition between them remte. Therefore,

no matter how cnmmitted these parties Aay be tcvards a omprmnise

settlement with Ulster, there is little chance that any of their

proposals will be realized without the full support of Fianna

Fail. In short, the size and support base of Fianna Fail make its

influence essential to any solution emergirg frc the Repblic.

Yet FiA__-n_ F _i! 4 -fcrs f A the sai ideological inflexibility as

the IRA. The nonnegotiable status of the Constitution and the

unitary state solution have only strenthened the 'seige

mmtality' of the Ulster Protestants. Haiugey's pro-rpublican
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past, his hesitancy to really mpriss the IRA threat and his

determination that Ulster return to the Republic before any

negotiating is crwxbcted over the rnesary changes regaired to

protect the traditicrs of the North, siiply harden the Uniondst

resistance against any mediatia with the South. Some have even

hinted that Fianna Fail has established a covert, symbiotic

alliance with the IRA to prcrt their nutual ends. Padraig

O'Malley puts it this way:

The aim of Fianna Fail is to induce cent; the
aim of the IRA is to make Northern Ireland
ungovernable. The more successful the IRA is at
the latter, the more sle Northern
Protestants are to the former. lhe IRA therefore
oomplemnts Fiann Fail ... The IPA ensures that
Northern Ireland cotinue to be unstable, thereby
justifying Mr. Hauhey's claim that it is a failed
political entity and increasing the possibility
that Britain will suffer a change of political
will. 4 6

Of ourse, Fianna Fail has rejected this allegation, but even

shoild it be true it will not succeed in its ending the dilemma.

1he contirnaticn of violence has made Britain and the Unionists,

if anyt1ing, only more determined to resist the IRA's demands and

succumb to any type of forced agreement. hLus irrespective of any

alliance it might or might not have with the IRA, the ideological

straightjacket worn by Fianna Fail prevents the fomulaticn of any

acceptable alternative and reinforces the continued partition of

the island.

14at then of a solution? Vat must be understood by all

parties in their efforts to end the crisis is the need for

cr a ise. Mie hard-liners North and South imist aocept somie
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dimuniticn of their goals in order to achieve any part of them and

bring lasting peace to Ireland. In order to secure a united Irish

state, Fianna Fail, with its preemimm in the Republic, should

take the first step. By amending de Valera's constitution and

acrepting that a unitary state is not the only acxptable

solution, Fianna Fail could make the first etmine overture

towards reccxiliaticn. 7ho h traditionialists would reject this

move as heresy to the legacy of de Valera, the party leadership

mist show the same cvrage that de Valera himself displayed. To

draw the proper lescn frcn its history, Fianna Fail should not

look to de Valera's unyielding stano over unificatian, but to his

acxeptanoe of contw -orary realities in rejecting the republican

tradition of violence in forming his new party. Mve strength of

daracter he showed in deviatirq fram the traditicns of the past

then should be displayed again in accepting the realities of the

present.

Mie amending and/or remval of Articles 2 and 3 of the

Constitution, which maintains the irrerdentist claims to Ulster,

would ease a great deal of mistrust amongst the Northern

Protestants and send a signal to Britain that the Republic is

sincere in its efforts to settle the issue. 7he British would

then be moved to reciprocate and push for cmprcmnise in the North.

With these intiatives, true dialocgue could be msta_! t -

secure reform for the Northern Catholics and move towards an

ewsp.able political framqork for the island. M-e- return of

Ulster to the South ould then be pramoted thrtoh an atmosphere
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of cooperatica and trust with firm guratees to the Protestant

minority.

This action would also destroy the rtaensios of the IRA.

By admitting that a unitary state is rot the only immediate

solution and prctii reform in the North, Fianna Fail can deny

the IRA its raison d'e. With its broad suport base in the

Republic, a ccxerted effort by Fianna Fail towards a negotiated

setUenert can promota the end of the public's arbivalence toward

the republican movement. This is especially crucial in the North

where the equality so desired by the Northern Catholics would be

the first step in putting the IRA 'out of business.'

There are mny unertainties in this proposal, prambvet

among them the historic resistance of the Unionist azd IRA

extremists to accepting any xmprumise 'Whtsoever. It can only be

hoped that more moderate voices will surface within these groups

tbt can persuade them that only through mediaticn can there ever

be peace on the island. Thus it remains iperative that all

players, especially Fianna Fail and the IRA, find the strength and

determination to put the ghosts of their sacred past to rest and

aovept that in the present realities their inflexible ideologies

are no longer relevant. Unless these organizations have the

courage to break away from the iiedunenta of their predecessors,
4hA fj4-v-e fr..3 in irewd will rein in the

shadow of this unoi promisir past.
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